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Foreword

This International Conference of the Croatian Nuclear Society, subtitled “Nuclear Option for CO2 Free
Energy Generation”, is already a 12th event in the successful series of international conferences organized biennially by the Croatian Nuclear Society, which was formerly known under the subtitle “Nuclear
Option in Countries with Small and Medium Electricity Grids”. The purpose of the conference series
is to present and discuss the most relevant topics concerning the role and position of nuclear option in
the current energy balance, with special attention paid to the countries with small or medium electricity grids. The conference series was initiated in 1996 with the first conference taking place in Opatija. It
was followed by seven conferences in Dubrovnik and the last three which were held in Zadar. This 12th
conference, the last one in the series for now, takes its place in Zadar again.
In the societal context which is considerably marked by dynamic economic growth and concerns which
include energy resources, potential climate changes and increasing greenhouse gas emission the issue of
ensuring reliable and sustainable energy is becoming ever more challenging. Nuclear energy, as the CO2
free energy source, should have its place in resolving these concerns and enabling all the countries to cope
with challenges under such context.
In view of good response and success of the previous conferences in the series, this 12th International
Conference concentrates on these topics, as well as on those which attracted the most interest in previous conferences in the series. The Conference addresses the most relevant aspects of safety assessment
of nuclear energy option. Additionally, it considers the nuclear option also from the point of view of the
national energy strategies, resources, costs, technological, organizational and educational requirements,
as well as environmental advantages. It, also, focuses on the matters related to the operation and design
safety, fuel cycle, waste management, and decommissioning.
The important goal of the Conference, as in the previous cases, is to promote regional co-operation and
exchange of experience in use of nuclear power and fuel cycle facilities among the countries with an interest in the nuclear option. The importance of international cooperation for the assessment of the nuclear
option has been recognized by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). As a result of this recognition, the Conference is organized in cooperation with the IAEA. Croatian State Office for Radiological
and Nuclear Safety and University of Zagreb – Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing took
considerable part in the preparation and organization of the Conference.
Topics which are addressed by different sessions at the Conference reflect the above mentioned aspects
of safety assessment, facility operation and design, fuel cycle, energy strategies at national level, regulatory practices, radioactive waste management, decommissioning, as well as many others. The papers
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presented at different sessions promote international exchange of experience and co-operation among
the interested parties in these fields.
Authors’ and presenters’ contributions are provided in 7 invited presentations and lectures and 86 contributed papers.
The invited presentations and lectures address as diverse subjects as new nuclear builds (including the
move toward small modular reactors), safety upgrade programs, corrective action programs and other aspects of operating experience, possibilities of involvement of nuclear energy in meeting the Paris Agreement, use of thorium in fuel cycles, and issues with legacy radioactive waste.
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The contributed papers are grouped into 9 thematic sessions:
S1: Nuclear Power in Energy and Environmental Planning (NPEP)
S2: Regulatory Practice and Emergency Preparedness (RPEP)
S3: Operation and Maintenance Experience (OME)
S4: Power Reactors and Technologies (PRT)
S5: Nuclear Safety Analyses (NSA)
S6: Reactor Physics and Nuclear Fuel Cycle (RPNFC)
S7: Severe Accident Analyses and Risk Assessment (SAA)
S8: Radioactive Waste Management and Decommissioning (RWMD)
S9: Safety Culture, Knowledge Management and Public Relations (SCPR)
One topic of particular interest for this 12th International Conference is the role of Small Modular Reactor (SMR) designs in nuclear energy program and possibilities of inclusion of SMRs in the long term energy strategies. Devoted to this topic is a special panel discussion, organized by the IAEA, titled “Technology Developments in Small Modular Reactors and Prospects in Europe as an Emission Free and Flexible
Electricity and Heat Source”. Additionally, the thematic section S4 (Power Reactors and Technologies) is,
at this Conference, in its entirety devoted to the SMRs. The subject of SMRs is reflected, also, in some of
the invited lectures, as well as in some contributions in other thematic sessions.
Another very “hot” subject is the issue of knowledge management in the areas covered by the Conference.
This very relevant topic is specifically addressed by the round table on “Knowledge Management’s Challenges and Opportunities in Nuclear Safety, Security, Safeguards and Engineering”.
This Book of Abstracts provides printed abstracts of contributed papers, invited presentations and lectures, and summarized topics for the panel discussion and round table. The Proceedings with full papers
are provided on the USB memory stick and are available on the Conference’s website.
We would like to express our gratitude to almost 200 authors and co-authors that put a large effort into
completing their full camera-ready papers. We would also like to thank the sessions’ coordinators, reviewers and all those who gave a hand in organizing the Conference.
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Special acknowledgments are given to the International Atomic Agency and the European Nuclear Society for their provisions.
Last but not least, we are particularly grateful to all the sponsors and donors whose help has been essential for the success of this International Conference. We express our thanks to all those who, through their
efforts and participation, have contributed to the Conference’s success.
Zagreb, May 2018
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IL-1

New Nuclear Build in the UK – Including the Move towards
Small Modular Reactors
Alastair Laird

The first commercial nuclear power stations started operation around
sixty years ago.
On June 27, 1954, the USSR Obninsk NPP became the world’s first nuclear
power plant to generate electricity for a power grid, producing 5 MW(e).
Beznau NPP (Switzerland) hosts the oldest civil nuclear power plant in
the world that remains in operation today – a twin PWR 1130 MW(Th),
365 MW(e). Civil Nuclear Power naturally started small. As of 2017 IAEA states that >50 reactors of
Generation III reactor design, are under construction around the world. Nuclear Power is converging to
implicitly safer designs.
The European PWR (EPR) design objectives are increased safety and enhanced economic competitiveness based on a power output of 1650 MW(e), 4500 MW(Th). However, plans for deployment are being
shelved in most European countries in preference to life extension. In a world where politicians consider
life post Fukushima within a low carbon/low greenhouse gas economy few European countries are now
prepared to commit to new large civil build; and those who are face enormous cost and schedule performance challenges during construction.
The WNA states that 25% of global energy will be nuclear by 2050 and 1000GW of new capacity will be
online by 2050 (Harmony). This endeavour will require cooperative effort and convergence.
The key challenge is to develop and deploy power plants with sufficient capacity and flexibility to meet
this demand for energy whilst simultaneously reducing emissions. Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) are
progressively being proposed as a favoured choice but as of yet no investor /utility /government has committed to implementation. With high capital costs of EPR and other large scale NPPs, and limited international investors, are things about to change?
The talk is aimed to promote discussion on the class of post 2040 nuclear reactor that will prevail. Focussing on the existing LWR life cycle, size and modularity, it may well be that smaller reactors may become
the only choice for international energy policy makers and investors. The economic and social boundaries for the deployment of SMRs will be explored on the basis that there may be an absolute truth in the
assumptions that a) international collaboration is the only way, and b) one size/one flavour of modular
power block may fit all uses.
An optimised ISMR (International SMR) may need to be small – but if so how small is small and what
do the current vendors offer?
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Laird Consultants Limited
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IL-2

Krško NPP Safety Upgrade Program – Basis
and Scope
Janez Krajnc

Krsko NPP Safety Upgrade Program (SUP) was initiated after the accident at Fukushima Daichi nuclear power plant. The Fukushima accident
showed that also very low probability events with serious consequences
are not acceptable. The Probabilistic Safety Assessment paradigm that
very low risk events can be excluded from further evaluations was shaken. The accident prompted worldwide responses which were very different from one country to another.
In Germany the decision was made for complete phase out of electricity production from nuclear power
plants in the near future. After recognition that measures from 9/11 event and the nuclear power plants’
voluntary programs for Severe Accident Management are not enough, in US Fukushima accident was
narrowed to Extended Loss of AC Power (ELAP) event only and strategies to use mobile equipment to
mitigate consequences of probable natural disasters were developed. In Europe requirements were issued
for so called Stress tests for nuclear power plants.
At the time of Fukushima accident Krsko NPP was performing several projects which were part of prescribed nuclear programs or plant continuous improvement strategy. Diesel generator 3 construction and
upstream river embankments enhancement was in progress as a result of the first Periodic Safety Review.
The second Periodic Review was in progress. Analysis regarding an impact of aircraft crash to the plant
was just finished, which showed that use of mobile equipment could be very useful, but it cannot protect
the core in all probable situations. Krsko NPP applied for Plant Life Extension (PLEX) in 2009 and was
waiting for response from Slovenian Nuclear Safety Authority (SNSA).
Based on Slovenian legislation which adapted Western European Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA) requirements (WENRA Reactor Safety Reference Levels), NPP Krsko was required to upgrade its
systems, structures and components to enable coping with severe accidents after the plant lifetime extension. Due to Fukushima accident, SNSA issued such licensing request before final approval of PLEX,
requiring from the Krsko NPP to reassess the severe accident management strategy, existing design measures and procedures and to implement necessary safety improvements for prevention of severe accidents
and mitigation of consequences. Krsko NPP performed requested analyses and prepared Safety Upgrade
Program rev.0. Several revisions were prepared later taking into account own limitations and experience
from the others. According to the latest revision of SUP the first phase of SUP is finished. Also some
modifications from the second phase are finished, the others are in progress and the plant is preparing
projects for the third phase.

Nuclear Power Plant Krško
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
janez.krajnc@nek.si

Keywords: Krško NPP, safety upgrade program
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Achieving Balance in the Corrective
Action Program
Dorian Conger

Conger Enterprises LLC
3008 Canton Pines Place,
Marietta GA 30068, USA
dorianconger@gmail.com

Most organizations value balanced approaches. Achieving balance in corrective action program can be difficult and hard to maintain. Five suggestions are provided based on work with more than 50 corrective action
programs; in more than 20 countries. In order from the easiest first to
most difficult last, here are the five suggestion topics:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Keep the numbers.
Know where you are (on the perceived performance pendulum).
Copy the power.
Educate your stakeholders.
a. The big S.
b. Methods.
c. Risk Informed Graduated approach.
d. Teams.
5. Praise the messenger.
The concept of risk is critical to maintaining a proper balance. All deficiencies and events in a NPP are not
equal in importance. They can’t be treated that way in achieving balance in the corrective action program
is a goal.
Keywords: corrective action program, NPP, stakeholder
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IL-4

Operating Experience and
Nuclear Safety
Zdenko Šimić

Operating experience (OE) consists of “all events, conditions, observations or new information that could affect nuclear safety”(NEA WGOE). This
includes e.g. actual failures and errors; design and operating problems;
component, human and organisational direct and root causes and causal
factors. OE covers all phases of the nuclear installation life cycle and it
also includes good practice. Operating experience feedback (OEF) is created based on analysis and judged importance for maintaining nuclear
safety. OEF consists of specific and generic findings, insights or lessons
learned which could be valuable in preventing occurrence in the installation where it was originally experienced and in other similar nuclear installations. The efficiency of the OEF depends on the OE collection
process, on a proper analysis and on the dissemination of findings.
OEF is generated and used at the operators’ level inside the national regulatory framework because of its
primary responsibility for safety. National OEF systems are fundamental and they vary significantly depending on the many elements (e.g. number of nuclear installations and regulatory framework). International
organisations, systems and expert groups allow for the creation of additional OEF and exchange, in order
to improve benefits and efficiency of organisations’ and national OEF systems. Four such organisations are
playing a key role today: the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), the EC Joint Research Centre (JRC), and the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO).
These international organisations have established a number of databases, working groups, activities and
interactions in order to cover specific nuclear installations, technical areas, parts of the nuclear fuel cycle
and topics. This assures two-way exchanges with national programs and coverage of all relevant issues.
National and international OEF critically depend on OE availability, screening and analysis. It is also vital
that all relevant OE is consistently collected and sufficiently documented. Insights from the OEF are potentially useful for both operators and regulators in specific ways. Regulatory actions in response to OEF
require additional investigation and analysis.
Existing OEF systems are improving safety in multiple ways, e.g. with direct findings from highly important events or aggregated results from topical studies and trending. However, there is still room for
improving with better OE reporting and good practice exchange. Improving and harmonizing OE characterization will make analyses more easily aggregated. Advancing tools and methods for analysis and
insights findings will improve the OEF applicability. A periodical review of OEF systems effectiveness is
necessary in order to improve safety benefits and resources utilisation.
European Commission Joint
Research Centre, Dir. G –
Nuclear Safety and Security
Postbus 2, 1755 ZG Petten
The Netherlands
zdenko.simic@ec.europa.eu

Keywords: Operating experience feedback, nuclear safety, lessons learned, European clearinghouse
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How Nuclear Energy can help to meet
the Paris Agreement
Petros Papadopoulos

At the 21st Conference of Parties (COP21) of the United Nations
on Fighting Climate Change Conference (UNFCCC) in Paris in
European Nuclear Society Young
Generation Network
2015, the member states agreed on decreasing the CO2 emissions
Avenue des Arts 56
by the end of the century to limit the temperature increase of glob1000 Brussels, Belgium
al warming at 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to the times before
petros.papadopoulos@euronuclear.org industrialization. The energy sector is worldwide the biggest contributor in terms of greenhouse gas emissions with hard coal being
the predominant source of primary energy in many countries. A fast change in electricity production is
vital for meeting the targets set by the UNFCCC COP21. Out of the many low carbon energy sources,
nuclear is the one technology that keeps being underestimated in its potential to contribute to save greenhouse gas emissions.
The Nuclear for Climate (N4C) initiative was signed by 140 different nuclear associations at the ICAPP
conference in 2014 to highlight the importance of the nuclear share in the energy sector. The aim of
this grassroots initiative is to raise awareness for governances and the public on the benefits of letting
nuclear play its role in protecting the climate together with all other low carbon energy technologies. To
avoid worse effects due to climate change, all possible solutions have to be exploited as fast as reasonably
achievable. Ignoring the biggest low carbon energy provider in nowadays energy mix will result in failing
to limit the necessary greenhouse gas emissions by the ambitious timeline.
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An overview of thorium utilization in nuclear
reactors and fuel cycles
Jose R. Maiorino

The Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) constructed in the XX century, also
called generation II reactors, are still in operation, most of them Light
Water Reactors, but are being decommissioned. These reactors have
a low burn up (~30 MWD/kgU) and utilize UO2 as nuclear fuel and
are operating in an Once Through Cycle (OTC); they use a very low
energy content of the natural resources (~0,5%). To overcome ecoFrancesco D’Auria
nomic and political and partly safety issues, since the end of last cenUniversity of Pisa, DESTEC/
tury, and beginning of this century, the nuclear industry launched a
GRNSPG
new generation of evolutionary reactors, called Generation III, such
Pisa, Italy
as the Westinghouse AP 1000, and AREVA EPR. These reactors still
f.dauria@ing.unipi.it
use uranium as primary source but have an increased burn up (~60
Reza Akbari
MWD/KgU), which although increasing the utilization of the natural
Amirkabir University of Technology,
resources (up to 1%), still are not significant to be considered sustainDepartment of Energy Engineering
able: if only uranium is used in an OTC, uranium will be exhausted in
& Physics
this century. To increase the utilization of natural resources, recycling
Tehran, Iran
of uranium and plutonium is already in use in many countries and
reza_akbari@aut.ac.ir
used as Mixed Oxide of U-Pu fuel (MOX) in the same thermal reactors. Moreover, another issue which a controversy question is still is
the solution for the High-Level Waste (HLW), mainly related with the political and public acceptance of
the nuclear energy. To turn nuclear energy sustainable, a long-term deployment of innovative reactors is
underway. These reactors and their associated fuel cycle are old concepts with technological improvements and generically denominated as Generation IV, are in development and, in some cases, they are
breeders, HLW burn, and efficient concepts, such as the High Temperature Reactors (Thermal and Fast),
Sodium or Lead Fast Breeder Reactors, Molten Salt Reactors, and the water super critical reactor. Another concept that although not new is constitute by the Small Modular Reactors (SMR), with power less
than 300 MWe, which nowadays are deserving a lot of attention by the nuclear industry.
Another option is to utilize thorium as a primary source of energy. Although not fissile at thermal energy,
it produces 233U, which is one of best fissile nuclide (number of neutrons produced per neutron absorbed).
Also, it is three times more abundant than uranium in the earth crust, and has thermal physics properties
when used as (U-Th)O2 better than UO2. Several Th/U fuel cycles, using thermal and fast reactors were
proposed and are still under investigation. However, the technical feasibility to use thorium was made in
PWR; the USA PWR Indian Point Reactor was the first to utilize a core load with (Th0-0.9./U1-0.1)O2, with
Center of Engineering, Federal
University of ABC
Santo André, SP, Brazil
joserubens.maiorino@ufabc.edu.br
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highly enriched U (93w/0), achieving a maximum burn up of 32 MWD/kg HM. Also the last core of the
Shippingport PWR (shutdown in 1982) was ThO2 and (Th/U)O2, operating as a Light Water Breeder
Reactor (Seed-Blanket Concept) during 1200 effective full power days of operation (60 MWD/kg HM).
More recently, many researchers turned their attention to Th fuel cycles in PWRs aiming at reducing the
generation of minor actinide waste, at improving the nuclear power sustainability and at better fuel utilization. These studies were interested in assessing the feasibility of using 233U-Th fuels in PWR without
worrying about how to obtain the initial 233U fuel load or the transition from an uranium to a thorium
core in the current nuclear power plants. In this paper a review of the recent initiatives to utilize mixed
oxide of U-Th in PWR is provided, with an emphasis in two types of Advanced Reactors, the first a Small
Modular Reactor (SMR); and the second a Generation III Advanced PWR(APWR). Besides the thorium
utilization in PWR, this paper will discuss the thorium utilization in PHWR, HTR, etc, and in Generation
IV reactors, mainly the LFTR — Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactor, which is a self-sustainable Molten
Salt Reactor, promising to turn nuclear energy by fission in a sustainable source, with a utilization of the
natural resources of 100%.
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Activities Related to Solving Legacy Radioactive Waste and
Decommissioning of Old Radioactive Waste Storage Facilities
Milutin Jevremović,
Jadranka Djuričić,
Dalibor Arbutina,
Nataša Lazarević,
Ivan Knežević

The final part of the VIND Program are decommissioning
activities. Government of Serbia established the VIND Program in order to commence decommissioning activities for
the RA reactor and associated nuclear facilities at Vinča.
The overall objective of decommissioning activities is to
improve safety of storage of radioactive waste on the site of
Public Company Nuclear Facilities of Serbia
the Public Company Nuclear Facilities of Serbia (PC NFS).
12-14 Mike Petrovića Alasa,
The main objective of the project is to remove, characterVinča-Belgrade, Serbia
ize and process all waste and sources originating from the
milutin.jevremovic@nuklearniobjekti.rs,
H1 and H2 hangars and to store this waste in the new storjadranka.djuricic@nuklearniobjekti.rs,
age facility on-site (hangar H3) as well as dismantling of the
dalibor.arbutina@nuklearniobjekti.rs,
natasa.lazarevic@nuklearniobjekti.rs,
hangar H1. Radioactive waste will be stored in hangar H3 in
ivan.knezevic@nuklearniobjekti.rs
accordance with waste acceptance criteria (WAC) after the
treatment in the Waste Processing Facility (WPF). Disused
sealed radioactive sources (DSRS) will be stored in new secure storage (SS) designed for high-activity
sources after conditioning in the WPF.
The removal plan is based upon current information on existing inventories and the current status of the
old hangars. The first stage in decommissioning activities is the removal of waste between the hangars
and in the adjacent area of the H1 hangar. The first activity in H2 involves measuring ambient equivalent
dose rate of ionizing radiation and making topography of hangar H2, the surrounding of H2 and control
the presence of contamination of the concrete floor in H2. These initial activities will be carried out without RAW manipulation and will be performed in order to create optimal conditions for the start of activities of manipulation and removal of RAW and DSRS. The subsequent phase of activities in H2 consists
of the removal of the DSRS, which will be transported to the appropriate working space for conditioning
(in the WPF or reactor RA hot cells). After the removal of DSRS, the available drums will be removed, as
well as the bulky items which will be transported to the WPF for treatment. The last stage is the decommissioning of the H1. Since the concerned building and its content are in a very poor shape, immediate
decommissioning is the only recommendable strategy. Three main steps will be applied in the decommissioning project: characterization, decontamination and the actual dismantling of the hangar and the
removal of all systems and equipment.
Keywords: legacy rad-waste, rad-waste management, decommissioning rad-waste, rad-waste processing,
DSRS processing
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RT-1

Knowledge Management’s Challenges and Opportunities
in Nuclear Safety, Security, Safeguards and Engineering
Franck Wastin (chair)

The Join Research Centre is a Directorate General of the European Commission. As recently stated in it Strategy 2030 paper1, it is defined “as the
science and knowledge service of the Commission” and “its mission is to
support EU policies with independent evidence throughout the whole
policy cycle”. To adapt to its mission, it has recently undergone a restructuration and a novel approach, emphasising the role of Knowledge Management (KM).
The Round Table will address the essentials of knowledge management,
inviting the panelists to comment on Challenges and Opportunities in Nuclear Safety, Security, Safeguards and Engineering and listening to the audience interrogations and statements.
There are several definitions for Knowledge management, but its final goal whether for public or private
organisations, commercial or research, is essentially about getting the right knowledge to the right
person at the right time. Although it might appear obvious, it is often a complex process at a level of an
organisation. Moreover that today society, and therefore all organisations, is facing with a problem it had
never had before: a super-abundance of data, information and knowledge (not all of it well-structured and
of high quality) and their multi-disciplinary needs in a more global knowledge environment.
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) stresses how much “Building, collecting, transferring,
sharing, maintaining, preserving and utilizing knowledge is essential to developing and keeping the necessary technical expertise and competences required for nuclear power programmes and other nuclear
technology”. In nuclear the right knowledge to the right person at the right time might be, even more than
in any other business, a safety and security issue.
While implementing a KM approach, it is also important to remember that knowledge management is
not about managing knowledge for knowledge’s sake but to create value and leverage and refine the organisation’s knowledge assets to meet organizational goals. Implementing knowledge management thus
has several dimensions including:
• Strategy: The ultimate goal, for which purpose and for whom Knowledge management strategy is
developed should be clear and defined from the corporate strategy.
• Organizational and People Culture: The organizational culture influences the way people interact and their relations with their own and others knowledge, and ultimately the way it is transmitted and shared.
European Commission Joint
Research Centre, Dir. G –
Nuclear Safety and Security
Postbus 2, 1755 ZG Petten
The Netherlands
franck.wastin@ec.europa.eu
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•

Organizational Processes: The right processes, environments, and systems should be developed,
adapted to the needs and culture of the organisation.
• Methodology and Technology: The methodology systems, tools, and technologies that fit the
organization’s requirements – properly designed and implemented.
• Organisational Structure, Management & Leadership: There are a wide variety of KM-related
roles that an organization may or may not need to implement, but in all cases, management and
leadership are essential factors that may need to be adapted and developed differently.
Within all these dimensions which requirements apply more particularly to Knowledge Management in the Areas of Nuclear Safety, Security, Safeguards and Engineering and what are the associated specific challenges or opportunities?
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PD-1

Technology Developments in Small Modular Reactors and Prospects in
Europe as an Emission Free and Flexible Electricity and Heat Source
Frederik Reitsma,
Christoph Henrich
(chairs)

The panel explores the prospects of several countries in Europe that plan
to initiate or expand their nuclear energy programme with SMR designs,
or consider to include it in their long term strategic programmes, will be
explored and discussed. The member states requested the IAEA to help
International Atomic Energy
increase their capacity to make knowledgeable decisions, particularly to
Agency (IAEA)
become capable to identify and perform technical assessments for SMRs
Austria
commercially available for near term deployment. To address this reF.Reitsma@iaea.org
quest, in January 2018 the IAEA has launched the Regional TCEU Project
‘RER/2/014 – Facilitating Capacity Building for Small Modular Reactors:
Technology Developments, Safety Assessment, Licensing and Utilization’ with the overall objective to
contribute in a new way to fulfil the European demand for clean and emission-free flexible resources
of electricity and heat. It should furthermore work in synergy with renewable energy technologies and
decrease dependency on fossil fuel imports. The outcome of the project is to increase knowledge in all
aspects of SMRs such as technology, licensing, safety assessment, economy and implementation. Sixteen
Member States of the Europe Region expressed interest to participate in this two year project. During the
panel just a few of these aspects will be elaborated with the focus on the technology readiness, SMRs as
a flexible electricity and heat source, and member state studies into future strategic energy programmes
that include SMRs.
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S1-101

The possible role of Small and Modular Reactors to Paris
commitments of the Republic of Moldova
Sergiu Robu

By signing the Paris Agreement in 2015 on climate change, the Republic
of Moldova agreed to take actions for substantial combating the threats of
climate change and to submit national plans to UNFCCC (United Framework Convention of Climate Change) as National Determined Contributions (NDC) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in the environment. The measures to be taken are targeting energy production system,
the main source of GHG emissions.
The country intends to achieve unconditional NDC target to reduce GHG
by 67% bellow level of 1990 by year 2030. The target can be increased to 78% by 2030 as conditional NDC
commensurable to climate change challenge if the country will receive support in low-cost financial resources, technology transfer, and technical cooperation.
Long term energy planning for decision making on investment in new power plants foreseen the identification and assessment of cost-effective low-carbon energy technologies. What is not economically
feasible – it is not sustainable.
There are only two options for the country to contribute to maintaining global temperature bellow 2oC:
1) to introduce carbon capture and storage technologies, 2) implementation of nuclear energy sources
(small modular reactors in Moldova; or participation in construction of NPP Cernavoda, Romania), and
3)substantial implementation of renewable sources. Energy import is not considered as an option for long
term, as the Republic of Moldova intends to reduce dependency from electricity import from 25% in 2009
to 80% in 2030.
The author will discuss possible options for energy supply options of the Republic of Moldova in long
term perspective (beyond 2030) with respect to NDC targets and European objectives by 2050. It will be
discussed possible role of small and modular reactors in comparison with other options like carbon capture and storage and classical power plants on fossil fuels.
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Institute of Power Engineering
of Academy of Sciences of
Moldova
Str. Pietrarilor 10/2 ap11
Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
sergiu_robu@mail.md

Keywords: Paris agreement, CO2 emissions, small modular reactor, long term energy planning
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Nuclear power in Italy: lost and potential role in
decarbonizing the electric system
Paolo Errani,
Pierluigi Totaro,
Enrico Brandmayr

In December 1988 Italy decided to abort the construction of the Montalto
di Castro nuclear power plant (two reactors of 982 MWe each). Two years
later, Trino Vercellese (260 MWe) and Caorso (880 MWe) reactors were
finally shut down, thus officially heralding the end of the Italian nuclear
Comitato Nucleare e Ragione
electricity production.
via Picciola 3, Trieste, Italy
paolo.errani@gmail.com,
In this study we analyse the impact of these decisions on the Italian enpierluigi.totaro@gmail.com,
ergy policies, primarily in terms of failed reduction of GHG emissions.
ebrandma@nccu.edu
Our retrospective analysis assumes Trino and Caorso plants being kept
in operation up to forty years since the first grid-connection, as well as
the commercial operation of Montalto reactors hypothetically starting in 1992. The study further examines the potentiality of new nuclear power capacity installation in shaping the Italian future energy mix,
by means of two modeled scenarios: 1) a basic scenario in which the thermoelectric power from coal is
merely replaced and 2) an advanced scenario in which the share of low-carbon electricity production becomes predominant by means of the new nuclear generation capacity share as opposed to a sole increase
of wind and solar power.
We estimate the cumulative and yearly values of GHG emissions for new power installations considering
the Life-Cycle Assessment data available in literature. For postulated additional nuclear power we model
a suited unit plant from average technical features of reactors which became operational since 2011. In
the advanced scenarios we also evaluate the land use intensity (unit area needed per unit energy output)
and the overall reliability of the electric mix. In particular, we quantify the land use avoided thanks to the
increase in electricity generation from nuclear power plants in place of wind or solar power generation.
Modeled GHG emission reductions emissions are compared to those calculated starting from the projections of the EU Reference Scenario 2016, which includes policies and measures adopted by EU Member
States by December 2014.
Keywords: decarbonization, coal phase-out, nuclear, Italy, sustainable energy
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Electricity Market and Energy Policies Uncertainties for
Investment in Life Time Operation of Nuclear Power Plants
Željko Tomšić

In the electricity sector, market participants must make decisions about
capacity choice in a situation of radical uncertainty about future market
conditions. Electricity sector is characterized by non-storability and periodic and stochastic demand fluctuations. Capacity determination is a
decision for the long term, whereas production is adjusted in the short
run. Today decisions pertaining to investment in new capacity or life time
extension are surrounded by considerable uncertainties about the future
economics of the projects. One reason is that in a deregulated market private investors typically have to
bear a greater portion of the investment risk compared to a monopoly utility in a regulated market. This
favours flexible investment alternatives with short-lead times and low capital requirements. Moreover,
energy and climate policy – with feed-in tariffs for RES or green certificate system and the EU CO2 ETS
may add to investment uncertainties. From the economic point of view, the costs of LTO are usually lower
than the construction of any other source of electricity. But in the aftermath of the Fukushima accident,
policies towards nuclear energy in some countries were changed. Because of that economic life decisions
are plant specific. In evaluating the future economic prospects of existing plant, the owners/utility focus
on the unique circumstances of that plant and its cost and performance, and the future demand for electricity, and value of electricity. Nevertheless, quantification of the LTO costs is not an easy task. It is recognized that LTO costs are highly dependent on specific conditions related to each NPP, such as: design
of the plant; NPP operating history including ageing conditions; regulatory requirements; full or partial
replacement of components; refurbishment for LTO; accounting methodologies; etc. The risks that may
have an impact on the economic case for the long term operation of NPP should be identified with pre
mitigation impact and probability assessment.
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A comparison of different nuclear energy development scenarios
according to production of radioactive waste
Dinka Lale

Electrical energy generation based on nuclear technologies can compete
with the other energy generating technologies due to constant capacity
factor and low greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The GHG emissions
of nuclear power plants are among the lowest of any electricity generation method. Global primary energy needs rise more slowly than in the
past but still an increase of 30% between today and 2040 is expected according to World Energy Outlook 2017. Electrical energy needs will rise
faster than primary energy needs and the electrical energy production
Dubravko Pevec,
has to be with low GHG emissions due to global warming mitigation.
Vladimir Knapp,
The nuclear energy has to take a leading role in global warming mitigaMario Matijević
tion. We assume that nuclear energy will be global electricity production
University of Zagreb, Faculty
leader with percentage of 34.8% in the year 2035. In addition we assume
of Electrical Engineering and
that all thermal power plants will be replaced by uranium fuel cycle nuComputing
clear power plants by the year 2050. This paper describes a comparison
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
of the three different long term nuclear energy development scenarios
dubravko.pevec@fer.hr,
according to production of radioactive waste. In the first scenario only
mario.matijevic@fer.hr
light water reactors (LWR) will be used by the end of this century. In the
second scenario only LWR will be introduced until 2050 and after that year fast breeder reactors will be
introduced gradually. In the third scenario only LWR will be introduced until 2050 and after that year
molten salt thorium reactors will be introduced gradually. These scenarios are compared according to
production of radioactive waste.
University of Dubrovnik,
Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computing
Ćira Carića 4, 20000 Dubrovnik,
Croatia
dinka.lale@unidu.hr
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Preparation for the IRRS Follow-up
Mission in Croatia
Nevenka Novosel

Integrated Regulatory Review Service (IRRS) mission took place in Croatia from 6 to 17 June 2015. The IRRS team, assembled by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), carried out international audit of important segments of the national legislative framework and competent authorities in the area of radiological and nuclear safety. Responsibilities and
functions of the government, the global nuclear safety regime, responsibilities and functions of the regulatory body, the management system of
the regulatory body, the activities of the regulatory body including authorization, review and assessment,
inspection and enforcement processes, development and content of regulations and guides, emergency
preparedness and response, occupational radiation protection, patient protection, public and environmental exposure control, waste management and decommissioning were included in the review.
The IRRS team identified a number of recommendations and suggestions where improvements in the
area of radiological and nuclear safety are necessary or desirable. The State Office for Radiological and
Nuclear Safety (SORNS) created an action plan to implement these recommendations and suggestions
and during last two years performed activities according to this action plan.
SORNS, as a state administration body competent for activities pertaining to radiological and nuclear
safety, submitted in July 2017 the request to the IAEA to conduct the IRRS Follow-up mission in 2019.
Preparation for the IRRS Follow-up mission has already started in the framework of the national technical cooperation project titled “Supporting Implementation of Recommendations and Suggestions of the
IRRS Mission”.
In this paper the status of fulfilment of the action plan will be presented, as well as other activities for the
preparation for the IRRS Follow-up mission in 2019.
State Office for Radiological
and Nuclear Safety
Frankopanska 11, Zagreb,
Croatia
nevenka.novosel@dzrns.hr

Keywords: IAEA, IRRS, radiological and nuclear safety, recommendations and suggestions, action plan,
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Activities of the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration related
to the Design Extension Conditions and the Severe Accidents
Tomaž Nemec,
Andrej Stritar,
Djordje Vojnovič,
Siniša Cimeša,
Tomi Živko

In 2011, the Fukushima Daiichi accident occurred and the consequences on
the operation of nuclear power plants (NPPs) and regulatory oversight of
these NPPs occurred in many areas. The EU countries have performed stress
tests to evaluate the robustness of their plants against extreme natural hazards and preparedness to cope with severe accidents. Then these EU countries prepared national action plans for improvement of operators as well as
Slovenian Nuclear Safety
regulators. The WENRA, Western European Nuclear Regulators AssociaAdministration
tion, prepared new reference levels for existing NPPs with extended requireLitostrojska 54,
ments for the Design Extension Conditions (DEC) and new requirements
SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
for Natural Hazards. The IAEA was also active in upgrading the set of safety
tomaz.nemec@gov.si
standards based on the IAEA action plan on nuclear safety and other lessons
learned from the Fukushima Daiichi accident, summarized in the report on
Fukushima Daiichi Accident. Individual countries with well-developed regulatory regime have been active as
well and prepared their own recommendations to enhance safety of their nuclear facilities. Other international
organisations have assessed the impact of the Fukushima Daiichi accident, e.g. OECD/NEA prepared a report
on nuclear safety response and lessons learned and has started several projects and activities relevant to the
Fukushima accident and the severe accidents in general.
The SNSA as the nuclear safety regulatory body of Slovenia was actively involved in all these activities.
The SNSA lead the ENSREG to define the stress tests specifications and then conducted the stress tests in
Slovenia to evaluate safety of the Krško NPP. The SNSA actively contributed to the development of regulatory requirements by the WENRA and introduced the reference levels into Slovenian regulations. The
SNSA prepared the national action plan and took into consideration also the international experience,
such as the IAEA documents. The Krško NPP prepared the Safety Upgrade Program which the SNSA
reviewed and approved, while every individual design modification is licensed separately. The Krško NPP
safety analyses and operating limits and conditions are amended also with new chapters on probabilistic
safety analyses and severe accident evaluation, including DEC systems for prevention and mitigation of
severe accidents. The SNSA is also involved in the OECD/NEA activities and follows the many research
projects and activities focusing on severe accidents phenomenology and design features. The SNSA also
promotes the DEC/severe accident research in research organisations through fostering cooperation
within the US NRC projects and by some SNSA research/development projects.
The paper will provide an overview of various activities in Slovenia following the Fukushima Daiichi accident and give an insight into the path forward.
Keywords: Fukushima Daiichi accident, SNSA, Krško NPP, EU stress tests, severe accidents, safety analyses, design extension conditions
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Design Extension Conditions for
Spent Fuel Storage
Andreja Peršič

The different definitions and approaches exist for the Design Extension
Conditions (DEC) concept. In 2014 the WENRA issued in the reference
levels for design extension of the existing reactors including the spent fuel
storage. The determination of design extension conditions for nuclear facilities strongly depends on the object itself, its design, site characteristics,
relevant external and internal events and combination of events. The systematic review of the operating experience is also important to establish
new or upgrade the existing design bases.
After Fukushima Daiichi accident, the implementation of DEC is required in many national action plans
of the EU countries for existing NPPs safety upgrades. To do this, the nuclear safety regulations, which
define the nuclear safety approach and DEC requirements should be in place. For new nuclear builds, it
is very important to set suitable and sufficient design conditions and to define DEC in view of new experiences, knowledge and new safety requirements. How to implement the DEC for the existing nuclear
facility is more questionable and depends on original design, site specific and regulatory approaches to
design extension.
In Slovenia, the WENRA DEC concept for nuclear facilities was adopted in nuclear legislation in 2016.
Due to stricter requirements arising from the DEC requirements and based on lessons learned from
Fukushima accident, the Krško NPP decided to implement the safety upgrade project (SUP). SUP envisages the construction of new dry storage and upgrade nuclear safety of existing spent fuel pool. Both projects shall fulfil DEC conditions in accordance with the new DEC regulations. Both projects are already in
design of implementation phase.
The paper will discuss and provide an outline of DEC requirements for spent fuel storages, along with
some examples to articulate some of the Slovenian DEC requirements and how these are applied to Krško
NPP spent fuel storage.
Slovenian Nuclear Safety
Administration
Litostrojska 54,
SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
andreja.persic@gov.si

Keywords: spent fuel storage, dry storage for spent fuel, design extension conditions, Slovenian Nuclear
Safety Administration, regulations, Krško NPP
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Database approach for review and assessment
of NPP licensing documentation
Petr Mach

During the NPP licensing it is necessary to address requirements from relevant legislative and regulatory documents and technical standards of various sources creating thus NPP Licensing Basis of Requirements (LBR). This
process is determined mainly by the requirements applicable on NPP technology in the NPP country of origin and by the requirements of the NPP
licensing country, but international safety standards also play a significant
role. It is necessary to properly structure the requirements from various
sources from the point of view of their importance and applicability into the pyramid of requirements divided
to several levels each representing different level of obligatoriness of requirements. In many cases the same or
similar requirements from different sources may be found. Usually the total number of requirements (depending on a country of NPP licensing) comes over several thousand which makes orientation in the LBR and work
with particular requirements during the licensing process very multifaceted. It is necessary to trace all the
relations between requirements and NPP technology during the whole licensing process in a sufficient quality
level to prove that everything was satisfactorily addressed. Especially in countries with incomplete legislative
and regulatory framework for new nuclear installations, the proper selection and structuring of requirements
and creation of LBR with consequent application on NPP is a very complex issue.
This method shows one of the possible approaches based on author’s experience how to handle the licensing process either in a role of a regulatory body or a licensee with use of the database tool specially developed by UJV Rez for the review and assessment of NPP licensing documentation. This approach provides
the opportunity to accommodate thousands of requirements and relations in an effective manner. The
database tool includes whole process and related data from the LBR creation through forming particular
requirements into the acceptance criteria and their usage in a consequent review and assessment of the
licensing documentation. All linkages between the requirements, acceptance criteria and specific parts
of reviewed and evaluated documentation are stored in the database. Change management during review
and assessment, management of designated evaluators, traceability of the relevant decisions or conclusions during the evaluation of appropriate part of the documentation are included as well. Database tool
provides practically online information regarding the current status of review and assessment work.
Practical illustration of the approach and the database tool with examples of issues important for the
whole process will be presented. Main topics to be described will focus on:
• The NPP licensing basis of requirements sorting and structuring
• Forming of acceptance criteria from particular requirements
• Handling of all relations between requirements, acceptance criteria and evaluations
• Features of the database approach highlighting its main advantages
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Construction of the Emergency Control Room
at NPP Krško
Darko Cicvarić

Based on action plan related to the plant life extension and safety improvements following lessons learned from the accident that occurred
after March 11, 2011 when earthquake and resulting tsunami caused severe damage to Fukushima Dai-ici nuclear facilities, Nuclear Power Plant
Krško has revised its Safety Improvement Assessment for prevention of
severe accidents and mitigation of their consequences.
Construction of the Emergency Control Room (ECR) or Alternative Shutdown Station, as a centralized
location for the remote cooldown and shutdown of the plant as well as severe accidents mitigation in the
event of the Main Control Room evacuation, represents the core of the second phase of the plant Safety
Upgrade Project.
Controls from the existing remote shutdown panels which were located on different plant locations were
extended in scope and relocated to the Emergency Control Board (EMCB) located in ECR along with
completely new and independent I&C monitoring equipment. Special EMCB section is dedicated to the
Design Extension Conditions (DEC) mitigation equipment which will be installed by other modifications
as part of the Safety Upgrade Project. Controls and indications of the new DEC mitigation systems will
also be possible from the new Main Control Board section F based on position of the associated transfer
switches.
Habitability design of the ECR shall allow operators to act under severe accident conditions for at least 30
days after the accident initiation.
Human Factors Engineering (HFE) guidelines were followed throughout the project which included extensive operations personnel involvement in early stages of the Human System Interface (HSI) design and
systems’ validations.
Significant modifications of the NEK remote shutdown facilities required extensive modifications of the
Full Scope Simulator (FSS) to support procedures and integrated systems’ validation, as well as operators’
training prior to the plant startup after modification implementation.
Due to the project extent and complexity it was necessary to split the implementation into several phases
stretched throughout refueling outages and on-line activities based on equipment delivery and systems’
availability for modifications.
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
darko.cicvaric@nek.si
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Hazard Assessment of NPP Krško
for Republic of Croatia
Saša Medaković,
Davor Rašeta
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Davor Grgić

University of Zagreb, Faculty
of Electrical Engineering and
Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
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While Croatia does not have nuclear power plant on its territory, NPP
Krsko in Slovenia is just 10 km from the Croatian border. It is important
for Croatia to include NPP Krsko in comprehensive hazard assessment.
This article presents hazard assessment based on calculations using
RODOS. Real-time weather prepared by Croatian National Weather
Service and collected by the State Office for Radiological and Nuclear
Safety is used. For this article, weather used consists of prognoses collected during 2017.
Source term used for the calculation is taken from the program InterRAS, for core melt – dry leakage scenario. Results from calculations for
all available prognosis dates for 2017 are statistically analysed and compared to the current protection zones in Croatia around the NPP Krsko.
Results are also compared to the recent assessments of emergency preparedness zones done by Germany and Sweden.
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Development and Application of the Spent Fuel Transfer
Device in APR 1400 NPPs
Sung Hwan Kim,
Il Seon Hwang,
Kwang Jeok Ko,
Min Gyu Kim,
Yeon Ho Cho,
Hyun Min Kim

Spent Fuel Transfer Device (SFTD) is a newly adopted equipment to transfer spent fuels between spent fuel storage pool “A” and spent fuel storage
pool “B” at the refueling canal of the fuel handling area in APR (Advanced
Power Reactor) 1400 Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs).
The spent fuel storage capacity in APR1400 is planning to increase its
storage capacity compared with that of the previous APR1400. To accommodate the increased storage capacity, the spent fuel storage pool is comKEPCO Engineering &
prised of two spent fuel storage pools (Pool “A” and Pool “B”) in the fuel
Construction Company, Inc.
305-353, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, handling area. During the refueling operation, spent fuels withdrawn from
the reactor are stored in the spent fuel storage pool “A” for the removal of
Korea
decay heat, and transferred to and stored at the spent fuel storage pool
sh_kim_@kepco-enc.com
“B” through the refueling canal. The spent fuel pool “B” stores sufficiently
cooled spent fuels.
To do this, it is necessary to develop the SFTD for transporting spent fuels between two spent fuel storage pools through the refueling canal. This paper introduces a newly adopted SFTD in APR1400 and also
explains layout characteristics in the fuel handling area, functions and operating areas of relevance to fuel
handling equipment for transporting spent fuels between two spent fuel storage pools, and interlocks for
handling of the spent fuel safely during transfer operations.
Keywords: spent fuel transfer device, spent fuel storage pool, APR 1400
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Operation of auxiliary feedwater turbine driven pump
used in Nuclear Power Plant Krško
Hrvoje Lukačević

The auxiliary feedwater turbine driven pump (AF TDP) is part of auxiliary feedwater (AF) safety system in Nuclear Power Plant Krško (NEK).
AF system consists of three pumps (two motor driven and one steam
turbine driven) and piping, valving, instrumentation and control necessary to fulfill its function. System primary function is to ensure a supply
of feedwater to the steam generators during all periods when main feedwater is unavailable due to a loss
of offsite power or an accident condition exists. A secondary function of AF system is to provide the low
feedwater flows required by the steam generators during periods when the plant is being maintained in a
hot standby condition. At low reactor power transfer to main feedwater system is made.
In the year 2016, existing AF TDP (comprised of a speed controlled turbine and associated auxiliaries)
was replaced in NEK with the new one. The main purpose was to install a robustly tested turbine driven
pump that does not require external support systems such as lubricating oil, oil cooling water or electrical
supply system to make it function and that will reliably operate even in extreme conditions.
AF TDP is a combined centrifugal pump and drive turbine on a single shaft in the one casing equipped
with water lubricated (and cooled) bearings and self-contained governor mechanism. Turbine is capable
for rapid startup and can accommodate water slugs in the steam line while the pump has the capacity to supply the minimum required flow (normally from condensate storage tanks) to each of the two
steam generators simultaneously while operating with continuous recirculation flow. This flow can be
discharged against a back pressure in the steam generator equivalent to the set pressure of the lowest set
main steam safety valve (plus accumulation), system frictional resistance and static heads. Maximum and
minimum design steam pressure for AF TDP are determined by main steam piping upset design pressure
and by pressure which corresponds to the level at which the residual heat removal system can be placed
in service.
This document describes operation and provides an overview of AF TDP used in NEK.
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Possibilities of Reliable Ultrasonic Detection
of Subwavelength Pipework Cracks
Ivan Hrabar
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An occurrence of cracks in pipework could lead to potentially very
dangerous malfunction in some critical engineering systems such as
power plants. There is a clear trend of replacing traditional manual
testing with non-invasive in-situ methods that should detect crack
formation in its early stage. Such as approach would enable replacing
of unhealthy pipe components during the regular periodic outages.
Ultrasonic testing is known to be a rather mature and reliable technology. However, it suffers from serious problems in detection of the
cracks of subwavelength size. This paper attempts to soften aforementioned problems by investigation of the influence of a type of excitation signal on the achieved resolution. In addition, the transducer
self-impedance was measured using different excitation pulses and
their levels and the results are compared with those obtained using
traditional frequency sweeping-based methods at lower excitation
levels. Finally, use of some advanced signal processing algorithms
that might lead to the automatic detection of subwavelength voids,
in scenarios with low signal-to-noise ratio, is discussed.
Keywords: ultrasonic testing, NDT, subwavelength, transducer selfimpedance
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International Reporting System Events Detection
Mode Trends
Miodrag Stručić,
Miguel Peinador Veira

The European Network on Operating Experience Feedback
for Nuclear Power Plants (Clearinghouse) was established ten
years ago by European Commission (EC) Joint Research Centre
European Commission Joint Research
(JRC) and European Nuclear Regulatory authorities. Requested
Centre, Dir. G – Nuclear Safety and
Security
by Clearinghouse members, Clearinghouse Central Office perPostbus 2, 1755 ZG Petten,
formed more than twenty Topical studies on different topics
The Netherlands
that were considered important for nuclear safety.
miodrag.strucic@ec.europa.eu,
One of the latest reports published, Topical Study on NPP Demiguel.peinador-veira@ec.europa.eu
sign Deficiency, has been concluded with six areas for possible
safety improvements in NPPs. To address the most important
Tea Bilić Zabric
issues, in-depth analysis of events went a little further and exInternational Atomic Energy Agency
amined the way how these events were detected. Unexpectedly,
(IAEA)
interesting trends of different detection modes have been reAustria
T.Bilic-Zabric@iaea.org
vealed.
Since this finding is concentrated on the IAEA International Reporting System (IRS) design deficiency events, it was decided to perform trend analysis on other IRS
reported events and try to find the connection between specific trends and, if possible, reporting approaches.
The main objective of IRS Reported Event’s Detection Mode Trends study is to encourage NPP licensees
to examine their trends of reported events detection modes to verify necessity of investment in development of deficiency detection approaches.
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Ensuring Electromagnetic Compatibility in Nuclear Power Plant
beyond Equipment Qualification Tests
Hrvoje Grganić,
Marko Valjak,
Gregor Škorc,
Luka Romac

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is defined as the capability of
equipment or system to function satisfactorily in its electromagnetic
environment without introducing intolerable electromagnetic disturbances to anything in that environment. EMC regulatory requirements
for instrumentation and control (I&C) equipment were not in effect unNuclear Power Plant Krško
til the last few years. Therefore, there is plant equipment that has not
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
been EMC qualified. The current EMC regulatory requirements address
hrvoje.grganic@nek.si,
new and modified equipment only, and does not call for testing of the
marko.valjak@nek.si,
existing one. There is a gap, which has to be overcome in order to be
luka.romac@nek.si,
acquainted with the current plant EMC level.
gregor.skorc@nek.si
Equipment qualification normally implies formal tests in reverberation
chambers, which is not practical for the already installed equipment. This paper gives overview of various
in-situ and bench tests. They are categorized into two main groups: zone mapping measurements, which
are used to record plant electromagnetic environment of the significant plant areas, and equipment susceptibility tests, used as an assessment of the immunity of the existing equipment, such as process cabinets, transmitters and similar.
There is no clear guidance on how to perform any of these tests. It takes a lot of engineering judgement
to optimize them for a specific plant. Some of the most important questions addressed in this paper are
selection of the plant areas for zone mapping measurements, and susceptible equipment to be tested
for immunity, choice of electromagnetic disturbances, which shall be simulated during those tests, and
practical performance, i.e. harmonization of immunity tests with operation of other plant systems. It is
necessary to decide, which operation mode poses the “worst-case”, i.e. when the zone mapping measurement should be performed. The paper also addresses troubleshooting of the poor design and installation
practices, which can significantly reduce number of EMC-related problems in a plant.
Keywords: electromagnetic compatibility, electromagnetic interference, equipment testing, site surveys,
in-situ tests
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Ultrasonic Inspection Scanner for Early Detection
of Defects in Industrial Pipelines
Petar Vejić,
Jurica Vugrin,
Marko Budimir

Early detection of defects is of great importance in both nuclear and classic fuel power plants because it can prevent catastrophic events caused
by pipe structural failure. Ultrasonic testing technique is one of the nonINETEC – Institute for Nuclear destructive techniques that can detect sub-surface damage in early stages
of their occurrence, when the defects sizes are of the order of magnitude
Technology Ltd.
of 10 micrometers. Conventional systems use ultrasonic transducers with
Dolenica 28, 10000 Zagreb,
lower frequencies (up to 5 MHz) allowing detection of defects down to 0.6
Croatia
petar.vejic@inetec.hr,
millimeters in diameter. To go below that limit, an ultrasound system for
jurica.vugrin@inetec.hr,
detection of smaller defects is being developed in this work. The system
marko.budimir@inetec.hr
consists of a mechanical scanner and a software package for appropriate data acquisition and analysis of ultrasound data. Whilst the scanner
is attached to a pipe with magnets to ensure that scanner does not slip off, the highly precise actuators,
down to tenth of the millimeter resolution, move the ultrasound probe during the scanning procedure.
The probe itself is a 25 MHz focused single element immersion ultrasound transducer to which water
couplant is delivered by a specially designed probe holder which allows water flow through the small gap
between the probe and the surface. Although the probe can detect structures down to 0.1 millimeters,
it is shown that it is possible to detect smaller defects if they are grouped and this is done by advanced
signal analysis. The system actuators and electronics are configured and controlled through the software
package and the scanning result can be represented through A-scan, B-scan and/or C-scan. Also, the
software package runs an algorithm for analyzing the data in order to give a semi-quantitative conclusion
of damage existence. While existing solution can be further improved, mainly by removing the scanner
boundaries with some modular version of scanner and making it to work with non-magnetic materials,
this already is a step forward towards early damage detection and prevention of major accidents in power
industry. This paper presents current progress of mechanical solutions of such a system.
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Analysis of Open Phase Condition Impact on
Electrical Systems of NPP
Jiri Randa

In the course of recent years of nuclear power plants’ operation (from
the international viewpoint), several failures have occurred in external
grids as well as in auxiliary power supply systems, which were caused by
the open phase condition (OPC).
OPC is an event of unintentional disconnection of one or two phases
without occurrence of any type of short circuit. It might be caused by a
failure of insulator during which is a collapsed phase bus left in the air or by a failure of one or two phases
of the circuit breaker.
International experience with OPC has shown that usual protective schemes used in electrical systems
of most NPPs are not adequate to detect this condition and initiate appropriate actions. If had there not
been correct actions of operating personnel there could have been serious consequences for safety systems of affected plants (common cause failure).
Therefore, there were actions taken by international institutions to prepare the guidelines for improving
the design basis of current NPPs in this area.
WANO issued SOER 2015-1, IAEA issued Safety Report No. 91 and there were also several publications
from EPRI about modelling and analysing of the OPC in NPP systems.
UJV Rez established methodology (according to the mentioned guides) for assessment of the current
electrical diagram, electrical protections and automatons which will establish the vulnerabilities of the
NPP to the OPC and proposed the solution for NPP safe operation in case of OPC occurrence.
• Electrical systems of NPP are modelled in simulation software EMTP-RV (internationally referenced SW used by EDF, Hydro-Québec, RTE, ALSTOM, ABB, SIEMENS, MITSUBISHI, etc.).
• The simulations are made for NPP significant operating modes. Values of voltages, currents and
their sequential values for relevant parts of electrical diagram are calculated.
• The overall protection and automaton concept is reviewed in the light of calculated data and the
potential vulnerabilities are specified.
• A set of proposed changes is established to ensure a safe operation of NPP in case of OPC occurrence. This can include propositions for new settings of current protections and automatons, a proposal for using new protective functions in existing protections or a proposal for new protections.
UJV EGP main references in the area of OPC event solution:

ÚJV Řež, a. s.
Hlavní 130, 250 68 Husinec-Řež,
Czech Republic
jiri.randa@ujv.cz
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•
•

NPP Mochovce (4 reactors VVER 440/V213 type) – Design and safety challenges of Open Phase
Conditions
NPP Temelin (2 reactors VVER 1000/V320 type) – Analysis of Open Phase conditions and a proposal of permanent solutions

Keywords: OPC, Electrical analysis, Protective Schemes, Operating Experience
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Exploring Possibilities of Detection of Submillimeter Defects Using
Ultrasound Inspection Technique
Nikola Bunčić

INETEC – Institute for Nuclear
Technology Ltd.
Dolenica 28, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
nikola.buncic@inetec.hr

Marko Čanađija

University of Rijeka, Faculty of
Engineering
Vukovarska 58, Rijeka, Croatia
marko.canadija@riteh.hr

Marko Budimir

INETEC – Institute for Nuclear
Technology Ltd.
Dolenica 28, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
marko.budimir@inetec.hr
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Current commercial ultrasound non-destructive inspection techniques in industrial applications allow detection of defects in steel
structures down to 0.6 millimeters in diameter by using testing frequencies up to 5MHz. This means that smaller defects can go undetected during inspections. In certain types of deformations of industrial steel constructions, submillimetre defects have a tendency
to appear in groups which can lead to the formation of microcracks
or macrocracks with potentially catastrophic consequences. Using
modern finite element modeling software, simulations of high-frequency ultrasound transducers were done to explore the possibilities
of their use in submillimetre defect detection. Created models were
tested on a single defect with the diameter as small as 6.25 micrometers and on a group of defects constructed of maximum 240 defects
with diameters as small as 2 micrometers. The effects of such defects
on ultrasound waves have been analyzed and presented in this paper.
Keywords: PZFlex, high-frequency, ultrasound inspection, NDT
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Surface Repair And Anticorrosion Protection Of Component Cooling
Heat Exchanger (CC101HEX-002) Internal Surfaces
Sanja Smirić,
Saša Šupica

Because of the contact with Sava river, the interior surfaces of inlet and
outlet chambers of component cooling heat exchangers in NEK are exposed to powerful corrosion and erosion mechanisms. In 2015 ultraNuclear Power Plant Krško
sonic testing showed that there were 3 locations in the shell of one of
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
the heat exchangers (CC101HEX-002) with significant loss of material.
sanja.smiric@nek.si,
sasa.supica@nek.si
Tube sheets had visible degradations, and also a notable material loss on
the inner edge of the sealing surfaces of both main flanges was present.
In order to ensure the structural and sealing integrity of the heat exchanger, following actions were taken:
• Machining of the sealing surfaces of both main flanges and their covers to the original surface quality.
• Repairing the damaged surfaces of the tube sheets and inner shell of the heat exchanger, as well as
the inner edge of the sealing surfaces of the main flanges with repair putty.
• Application of anticorrosion coating material for protection against further degradation mechanisms (erosion/corrosion).
Linings (coatings on internal surfaces of components) of component cooling heat exchangers are according to Regulatory Guide 1.54, rev 2 (Service Level I, II, and III Protective Coatings Applied to Nuclear
Power Plants, US NRC, 2010), corresponding ASTM standards and NEK technical specifications (SPA5000, SP-A5001) classified as Coating Service Level III, which are Safety Related and therefore all activities for anticorrosion protection shall comply with safety related requirements.
Before execution (during outage in 2016) several activities had to be performed such as: technical evaluation of putty and coating material performance, quality assurance assessment of material manufacturer,
application procedures and applicator verification, material purchasing, verification, dedication of purchased material and also requirements for material application, testing and application.
According to technical requirements stated above NEK selected coating system Belzona 1511 (putty) + Belzona
B1391T (coating material) from manufacturer Belzona Polymerics, United Kingdom. NEK and their subcontractors for anticorrosion protection performed extensive activities for qualification and verification of application
procedures including personnel qualifications for individual stages of work (surface preparation grade, surface
cleanliness, mixing and application of coating materials, curing protocol, procedures for touch up and small repairs, dry film thickness measurements, adhesion measurements etc.). After 1 operating cycle (18 month period,
in outage 2018) heat exchanger shall be opened and examined due to the possible local repairs and visual examination of performed work in 2016. At the same time the other heat exchanger shall be repaired in the similar way.
With that kind of approach NEK wanted to extend the service life of mentioned heat exchangers..
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Testing and Diagnostic of Electronics Printed Circuit Boards
at NPP Krško
Davorin Marić,
Nataša Kovjanović,
Amir Beširević,
Zdravko Huzak

Instrumentation, control (I&C) and protection systems are essential part
of nuclear power plants. They sense parameters, monitor performance
and condition of the power plant and adequately make automatic adjustment to plant operation, start or stop equipment, components, systems
and/or the power plant itself.
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia Electronics has changed dramatically over time. Old analogue instrumentation has been replaced with digital that often uses sophisticated
davorin.maric@nek.si,
natasa.kovjanovic@nek.si,
microprocessor system and are rather faster and significantly more acamir.besirevic@nek.si,
curate than an old analogue systems.
zdravko.huzak@nek.si
Electronics development led to developing of the new measurement and
test equipment, new procedures and test methodologies.
Testing of such renewed I&C components and electronics equipment requires reliable testing and verification methodology that offer accurate, dynamic and analysis enabled measurement systems.
In such case, NEK uses in-house built applications with data acquisition system and I/O embedded controlled operation provided with data acquisition (DAQ) hardware. DAQ includes generating of test signals and acquiring response signals and digitizes them for feedback, presentation on PC, storage or later
analysis.
With such way of measuring, DAQ hardware turns our PC into a measurement and automation system.
Using this approach, the measurement process has standardized and shortened the testing time thus
increasing efficiency.
Obtained results indicate the status/state of the device under test (DUT) equipment, and determine
whether there are any deviations from the required values and whether any degradation processes are
present.
This article will present some, in-house built applications that use described acquisition methods related
to testing and verification of electronic printed circuit boards that are parts of I&C and protection system
in NPP Krsko.
Keywords: Testing, diagnostic, acquisition, instrumentation, protection, DAQ
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Sludge removal activities in Krško NPP Steam Generators
during the Outage
Robert Kelavić,
Marko Turalija

Sludge removal activities are performed on our two Steam Generators
(SG’s) during each outage. SG’s are a meeting point of four major systems which are Reactor Coolant System (RC) – primary side and other
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
three systems on secondary side which include; Auxiliary Feedwater
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
System (AF), Main Feed Water System (FW) and Main Steam System.
robert.kelavic@nek.si,
marko.turalija@nek.si
Sludge removal activities are being done on the secondary side of SG’s
on top of tube sheet. It consists of classical Sludge Lancing (SL) which
is done by spraying water at different angles (30°, 90°, 150°) between the space of each tube in the Steam
generator tube bundle with a pressure around 220 bars. Another method is Inner Bundle Lancing (IBL)
which is done by spraying water at a much higher pressure (NEK used a contractor with cca. 590 bars).
Such water is sprayed directly on top of tube sheet with a specially robot guided lance which is placed
inside a steam generator. The robot is controlled by an operator and at times fully autonomous to provide
the highest protection measures possible. After these activities we preform a Televisual Inspection (TVI)
of top of tube sheet to asses the hard sludge area and to search for foreign objects, which may be found
in SG’s. If an object is found, an attempt to retrieve it would usually take place. Other methods of Sludge
removal as Upper bundle flushing or chemical cleaning have not been implemented in NEK thus far.
Since the uprate of power plant in May 2000 NEK has conducted, SL on both SG’s every outage with IBL
in 2013, 2015 and it will be implemented also in the outage of 2018. The purpose of these activities are
mainly to extend the full load operation of our plant, prevent denting processes in SG’s from occurring,
stopping the buildup of hard sludge area to increase/sustain efficiency and remove foreign objects found
in SG’s.
SG’s U-tubes are a barrier between primary side coolant and secondary side of NEK power plant and basically the environment. Therefore, it is crucial to keep the highest level of integrity of the U-tubes because
any leak could potentially mean a release of radioactive material to the atmosphere.
This document describes purpose and workflow of sludge removal activities used in NEK.
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Welding Quality Guidelines
at Krško NPP
Dragoslav Djaković

Welding is a special process, which has to be controlled and procedures
for welding quality control activities have to be established. Proper welding process management and welding quality control provide that product to be welded comes out from the welding process with assured requested quality.
At Krško NPP welding activities are performed both on safety related and non-safety related (non-nuclear
safety) items and components. Welding quality control is required by the quality assurance program and
provided by the Quality Control Department (SKV.QC), which is a part of Quality and Nuclear Oversight
Division (QNOD; SKV).
In most maintenance activities at Krško NPP and some modification projects, where welding activities
are performed by Krško NPP welding department, control of welding processes is performed by SKV.QC
department. In modification projects, where welding activities are performed by contracting companies,
welding quality control is also external and has to be performed in accordance with defined and approved
quality procedures and relevant modification project documentation. Quality of welding processes, performed either by Krško NPP welding personnel or by contracting companies, should be on the same level
taking into account welding planning, managing, performance and acceptance levels. These demands are
summarised and described in Welding Quality Guidelines.
This paper describes the purpose of Welding Quality Guidelines at Krško NPP, its content and role in
providing high quality welding processes. Welding Quality Guidelines contain basic information on sufficient definition of welding quality during the modification process, especially where welding is not the
main but supportive activity. These guidelines shall give project managers good and quality inputs for defining appropriate welding quality demands during preparing and managing modification projects. The
document has significant added value in providing safe and reliable operation of the plant.
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
dragoslav.djakovic@nek.si

Keywords: welding, welding processes, welding quality, quality control department, modification projects,
contracting companies, welding quality guidelines;
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Topical Study on Flooding and Flooding
Protection Related Events
Zdenko Šimić,
Barbara Fernandez Andújar,
Miguel Peinador Veira

This paper presents selected results of a statistical and
engineering analysis of flooding and flooding protection
related events registered in the following four databases:
French, German, U.S. and the IAEA/NEA International
European Commission Joint Research Centre,
Reporting System (IRS) during the last twenty years.
Dir. G – Nuclear Safety and Security
In total more than two hundred and fifty events reports
Postbus 2, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands
are analyzed including potential flooding. The events were
zdenko.simic@ec.europa.eu,
analyzed and classified considering thirteen categories in
barbara.fernandez-andujar@ec.europa.eu,
order to create statistical analysis and assess its possible
miguel.peinador-veira@ec.europa.eu
insights. The events frequency was analyzed for each database separately and for all events combined. A trend analysis was also performed. Finally, from events
analysis insights were derived (lessons learned).
Most of the events occurred during the power operation for all databases except the German one.. The
majority of events are real flood for all databases except for the US where flooding protection failure or
deficiency without flood dominates.
The events were analyzed based on categorization related to event conditions; root causes and causal factors; consequences and corrective actions. Selected results are presented in the paper.
No trend was identified for any individual database over the whole analyzed period. A decreasing number of events is noticed for all databases in recent couple years. In the US this seems related to the after
Fukushima activities.
Engineering analysis of selected flooding and flooding protection related events resulted in more than
ninety specific and sixteen generic insights (lessons learned). Insights are grouped in relation to the systems causing event (i.e., non-safety systems interaction, buildings infrastructure and major cooling systems) and related to the activities which are (root) cause for the event (i.e., maintenance, inspection,
operating experience, analysis and configuration management).
The findings from this analysis could be used as recommendations and are expected to help the licensees
and regulatory authorities to prevent flooding events from occurring, to protect safety systems from
flood and to improve flooding protection and mitigation.
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Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners Periodic
Testing Issue
Violeta Čalić

During the refueling outage (RFO) 2013 at NPP Krško, the electric hydrogen recombiners, a system for the hydrogen control during severe
accidents and design basis accidents, were replaced by passive autocatalytic recombiners (PARs). The manufacturer was Siempelkamp NIS
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH (NIS) and the project was led by Westinghouse.
During the next RFOs in 2015, 2016 and 2018, periodic tests of PAR cartridges were performed. The
periodic testing of NIS-PARs shall prove that the catalytic reaction starts up as specified. According to
the licenced testing procedure, each outage six cartridges were obtained and tested in the NIS PAR test
device (TD). Randomly selected PAR cartridges did not pass the periodic test at room temperature (RT).
Cartridges that do not pass the periodic testing have to be regenerated according to NEK procedure, followed again by a test in the TD to demonstrate the success of the regeneration. The effort of a full regeneration of all cartridges is not necessary and conservative. Due to significant unexpected workload during
outages the need for enhanced testing procedure with higher catalyst test temperature is priority. The
concept for this is based on the conclusion that the PARs installed in NPP Krško were functional under
accident conditions during the operational cycles (OL27, OL28 and OL29) even though PAR cartridges
did not pass the periodic testing on RT (testing at higher but well below accident temperatures was successful). Revision of procedure and methodology in that direction requires development of the new TD.
New TD will allow PAR cartridge measurements at defined elevated temperatures (range 40 – 70 deg C).
It shall be vacuum oven type device or upgraded current NIS device. In both examples it shall provide
testing of at least two cartridges at the same time, independently, however the whole cartridge shall be
tested. Test gas remains 3 vol. % hydrogen in the air.
For a detailed plant specific investigation of this catalytic material behavior, increased testing of cartridges was developed. Additionally, testing of different batch behavior was performed.

Nuclear Power Plant Krško
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
violeta.calic@nek.si

Keywords: passive autocatalytic recombiners, PAR, NIS PAR, periodic test, testing temperature
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Krško NPP Experience with RTD
Bypass Elimination
Gordan Janković

This paper describes Krško experience and problems that had to be resolved with RTD Bypass Elimination project (RTDBE). Following RTD
bypass manifold isolation valve leak in 2008, Krško decided to perform
RTDBE modification on reactor coolant system narrow range temperature measurement system. The installation was performed during
Outage 2013. Soon after the plant returned to power, newly configured
measurement channels showed that OPΔT reactor trip was oversensitive to spikes caused by auxiliary relay operation in the cabinets nearby. The solution was to reconfigure
OPΔT trip filtering constants to filter out short-term spikes in the signal. After almost full operating
cycle of trouble-free operation, RTD failures started occurring on reactor coolant system cold leg, which
was caused by the high frequency vibrations (3-5 kHz) induced by reactor coolant pumps. To resolve
RTD failures, Krško ordered re-design of the RTDs to add robustness and specific qualification in highfrequency vibration operating environment. Improved RTDs were installed in Outage 2016 and were
operating one full cycle with minor deviations.
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ALFRED Demonstrator as a Crucial Step for LFR SMR Development –
Stepwise Approach for the Implementation in Romania
Marin Constantin

ALFRED (Advanced Lead Fast Reactor European Demonstrator) project
aims to build a 125 MWe lead cooled fast reactor demonstrator, connected to the grid, with a target date for operation start-up in 2028. The
development of the demonstrator reactor is a crucial step towards the
commercial deployment of LFR techology and also for the development
of the LFR SMR. The implementation in Romania is presented based on
national policies, political decision, and existing capabilities. The main features of ALFRED, including the
basic characteristics for a LFR SMR are discussed together with some key actions to be implemented in
the next period.
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Small Modular Reactors as a Part of Carbon Free Solution
for the Czech Republic
Evžen Losa,
Miloš Tichý,
Ľubomír Sklenka

Overall problem in Czech Republic is the strong dependence on lignite which is used for electricity production (approximately 51 % in
2017) as well as for district heating purposes. According to the acCzech Technical University in Prague tual energy policy, Czech Republic is going towards sustainable electricity production based mainly on nuclear technology. This is given
V Holesovickach 2, Praha 8, 181 00,
by the fact that the potential of other green sources is either almost
Czech Republic
fully used (water) or their implementation in greater scale to replace
evzen.losa@fjfi.cvut.cz
traditional sources would create dependency on energy import.
Together with phasing out the coal energy production, the adequate replacement for heat sources in coal
fired heating plants is sought. One of the ideas, revived in last years is utilizing the nuclear heating plants
fitting into the well-developed district heating grid. However, the scarce experience of licensing process
of these kind of nuclear devices create one of the barriers given by nuclear current policy.
Czech Republic initiated the IAEA regional project named “Facilitating Capacity Building for Small Modular Reactors: Technology Developments, Safety Assessment, Licensing and Utilization” which aims at
providing a forum for information exchange in all aspects connected with SMRs for designers, experts on
safety and world of finance.
Keywords: SMR, National energy policy, District heating
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SMRs Implementation Potentialities in
the Greek Environment
Melpomeni Varvayanni,
Panayiota Savva,
Nicolas Catsaros

Greece, like many other Countries at similar stage of development,
fails to produce a trustworthy forecast for the evolution of the energy sector. Competent Services estimate that “the future rebound of
energy demand cannot be forecasted and therefore it is difficult for
National Centre for Scientific
policy makers to define appropriate & realistic targets beyond 2020
Research Demokritos / Institute of
for 2030”. Further, the current political approach of the Country’s enNuclear and Radiological Sciences
& Technology, Energy & Safety
ergetic problem a priori excludes any nuclear production of electric15310 Aghia Paraskevi, Greece
ity. All of these parameters can change suddenly, especially due to
melina@ipta.demokritos.gr,
the impact of external factors such as nuclear policy change in some
savvapan@ipta.demokritos.gr,
major European Union Countries. Therefore, the tiny “Nuclear Comnicos@ipta.demokritos.gr
munity” of the Country is striving to maintain an acceptable level of
knowhow in the nuclear sector and also wishes to formulate a documented proposal for the introduction of a nuclear component in the Country’s energy production sector
if the political conjuncture allows it. The final proposal should include a technologically advanced and
cost-effective solution. If the proposed solution addresses more than one problem, the chances of adopting it are rising. A serious candidate solution could be the implementation of one or more SMRs that
can easily fit to the electric grid of the Country and address particular problems such as the existence
of many islands that are not connected to the mainland grid, the doubling of the population during the
high season for tourism and the shortage of drinkable and irrigation water during summer. The SMRs
option could also address the basic energetic problem of the Country resulting from the depletion of locally produced – but seriously harmful for the environment – lignite. The expensive option of increasing
“clean” energy imports results in higher production costs and a severe loss of competitiveness of the local
Industry. The Greek team monitors the developments in the SMR sector. At the same time it develops
simulation tools that allow to perform independent evaluations of various technical solutions and even to
propose some attractive innovative design.
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Nuclear Cogeneration of Heat and Power: An Asset for Sustainable
Development. Why and how? A European Approach
Dominique Hittner

The targets of COP21 concerning climate change cannot be reached by
decarbonisation of electricity generation alone: CO2 emissions from fossil fuel based production of industrial process heat, of the same order of
magnitude, need also to be reduced. Sustainability of industrial activities, strongly depending on the availability and cost of fossil fuels is also
Michael Fütterer
at stake. Many industry branches are intensive high temperature heat
JRC
consumers, and nuclear energy could appropriately contribute to reduce
Michael.fuetterer@ec.europa.eu their emissions and their dependence on fossil fuel, with nuclear systems
operating in cogeneration mode, at higher temperature than present
Grzegorz Wrochna
LWRs, namely HTGR in the near-term and other Generation IV reactors
NCBJ
Grzegorz.Wrochna@ncbj.gov.pl in the longer-term.
Poland is launching a programme for developing High Temperature Gascooled Reactor (HTGR) technology delivering power and process heat to its industry. This programme
can rely on a solid background of European HTGR technology with international collaboration. In this
context, the Nuclear Cogeneration Industrial Initiative (NC2I), one of the 3 pillars of the (European)
Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform (SNETP) is currently running GEMINI+, a project supporting the Polish programme. GEMINI+ is defining the design bases of a European modular HTGR cogeneration plant to be coupled to process heat applications and proposes a licensing framework for such
systems. The GEMINI+ design is the first step towards demonstration of nuclear cogeneration in Poland,
thus paving the way for more widespread deployment worldwide.
GEMINI+ is jointly performed with partners from the US (NGNP Industry Alliance), from South Korea
(KAERI) and from Japan (JAEA). These international partners have the same objective of developing industrial nuclear cogeneration and their contributions support the demonstration project in Poland.
The GEMINI+ design is flexible, not exclusively addressing the specific requirements of Polish industry,
but meeting similar market needs in Europe and overseas. Modular HTGRs are Small Modular Reactors
(SMR), with an appropriate size for heat needs in the (petro-)chemical industry, for seawater desalination,
air conditioning, etc. They are even readily integrated in small and medium size electric grids with little
interconnection and can help compensate the variability of renewable energy sources.
Hit Tech Relay
France
htr92@outlook.com

Keywords: Nuclear cogeneration, HTGR, industrial process heat, SMR, flexibility
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Decarbonizing Municipal Energy Use With
Nuclear Energy
Rauli Ilmari Partanen

In order to mitigate the climate change we need to proceed on a society-wide deep decarbonization of heating, power and transportation as
fast as possible. This paper presents a scenario on constructing a fleet
of small, high-temperature nuclear reactors to provide district heating,
power and hydrogen through electrolysis to achieve a near-complete
Ville Aleksis Tulkki
decarbonization of the energy system at the time-scale required.
VTT Technical Research Centre of
The scope of the study covers the Helsinki Metropolitan area with a
Finland Ltd
projected population of around 1.5 million people by 2050. The proFinland
jected end energy use is 8 TWh heating, 12 TWh electricity and 4
ville.tulkki@vtt.fi
TWh of hydrogen, used either as a direct fuel for fuel-cell vehicles or
as feedstock for synfuels.
Using combined heat and power (CHP) and high temperature steam electrolysis (HTSE), the significant
seasonal variations in energy demand of the northern Helsinki region can be met while still using the
nuclear reactors at high capacity of around 90 %.
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The IAEA Support to Member States to Facilitate Capacity Building for Small
Modular Reactors in Advanced Technology Development and Utilization
Frederik Reitsma,
M. Hadid Subki

The programme on technology development for advanced reactors and
non-electric applications managed by the IAEA Department of Nuclear
Energy provides technology support for near–term deployment of all the
International Atomic Energy
advanced reactors and their applications to countries expanding their exAgency (IAEA)
isting national nuclear power programmes as well as to embarking counAustria
F.Reitsma@iaea.org,
tries that plan to deploy nuclear power for the first time.
M.Subki@iaea.org
The advanced reactor designs include the evolutionary designs which aim
to achieve improvements over existing designs through small to moderate
modifications. These nuclear power plants are typically being deployed today, and is mostly large watercooled reactors. Advance reactors also include innovative designs which incorporate radical conceptual
changes in design approaches or system configuration. These innovative designs (often referred to as
the Generation-IV designs) have reach different levels of maturity. In general, only two technologies,
sodium-cooled fast reactors and high temperature gas-cooled reactors, are considered ready for near
term deployment.
Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) have attracted a lot of interest in the last few years. The class of reactors
incorporated both evolutionary and innovative designs. These SMR designs claim enhanced safety characteristics and can therefore be deployed closer to the end-user and population centres. Many developers
want them to replace coal fire power stations, or provide process steam, while other wish to deploy the
small units to serve islands or isolated communities, most now reliant on diesel-powered generators. The
factory production and modular deployment promise reduced financing costs and thus increased affordable. However, other aspects such as FOAK (first of a kind) costs, the need for mass production, licensing
and security may bring additional costs.
The activities of the agency and the support provided to member states interested in SMRs are highlighted in the paper. Due to increased requests, a new Technical Working Group (TWG) on Small and
Medium-Sized or Modular Reactors (SMRs) was established so that Member State experts can advise
and support the agency’s activities to ensure its excellence and access to expertise. Recent and on-going
coordinated research projects, its status and main outcomes are highlighted. As an example of support to
member states the two-year regional Technical Cooperation (TC) project will be explained in more detail.
It facilitates capacity building in European member states that plan or consider SMR deployment as part
of the means to meet the demand for clean and emission-free flexible sources of electricity.
Keywords: IAEA, SMR, Advanced Nuclear Technology, iPWRs, HTGRs
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The Status of the HTR-PM Project
in China
Frank Yulong Wu

The HTR-PM project is one of sixteen Chinese National S&T Major Projects supported by central government. The project covers the design of
HTR-PM demonstration plant, the construction and operation of the
plant as well as full scale engineering test of some main components.
The HTR-PM consists of two pebble-bed reactor modules coupled with
a 210 MWe steam turbine. Main design features of the HTR-PM were
described in this presentation. The first concrete of HTR-PM was poured on December 9, 2012, in Rongcheng, Shandong Province. Detailed progress of the HTR-PM was reported. The HTR-PM is scheduled
to be connected to grid around the end of 2019.
The roles of HTR-PM in China are: to be supplement to LWR for small andmedium size power generation, to replace the fossil power plant, and to be a major technology in nuclear process heat. Therefore the
design of the HTR-PM600 and its site selection is in progress.
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Integrated Uncertainty Analysis of the Turbine Trip Transient in
NuScale SMR using RELAP/SCDAPSIM
Katarzyna Skolik

The present work deals with the uncertainty analysis of the turbine trip
transient (TTT) in NuScale Small Modular Reactor (SMR) using integrated uncertainty analysis (IUA) package of RELAP/SCDAPSIM. The
NuScale SMR is an integrated Pressurized Water Reactor (iPWR) with
the coolant flow based on the natural circulation. The reactor core consists of 37 fuel assemblies and generates 160MW thermal power (50
MWe). This SMR model was developed based on the publicly available
Anuj Trivedi,
Marina Perez-Ferragut, data and uses RELAP5 components to simulate reactor coolant system
(RCS) while SCDAP core and control components were used for modeChris Allison
ling the fuel assemblies in the core. The steady state reactor parameters
Innovative Systems Software
and results of the transient simulation were compared to the data from
3585 Briar Creek Ln.,
NuScale Design Certification Application (DCA) and they were found
Ammon, ID 83406, USA
to be satisfactory.
anujktrivedi@gmail.com,
Then the same transient was analysed in terms of Best Estimate plus
marinotxka@gmail.com,
Uncertainty (BEPU) method using the IUA package that is integrated
issgml97@gmail.com
in RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD3.4 system thermal hydraulic code. The
most relevant phenomena (during TTT) and the related parameters were selected after the detailed sensitivity studies. Both the source code correlation coefficients (e.g. thermal conductivity, heat transfer
coefficients) and the input treatable parameters (such as reactor thermal power, safety systems’ actuation
time) are considered in this analysis and each of them was assigned a Probability Density Function (PDF)
as reported in the open literature.
Implementation of the IUA package for use with RELAP/SCDAPSIM is divided into three phases: setup,
simulation, and post processing. The setup phase consists of the calculation of the accident by a number
of runs based on the Wilk’s formula and a declaration of the distribution and range for the perturbed
quantities. The simulation phase consists of 59 runs for a 95% percentile with a 95% confidence. The post
processing phase includes arranging all the calculated quantities based on their rank and also provides a
comparison of the lower bound, upper bound and base case. The results obtained after the post-processing phase of the analysis confirms the influence of different plant parameters on the transient propagation
and the calculated RCS flow, decay heat removal system (DHRS) flow and the reactor vessel pressure are
found to be acceptable in-spite of these uncertainties.
AGH University of Science and
Technology
Al. Mickiewicza 30,
30-059, Cracow, Poland
kskolik@agh.edu.pl

Keywords: BEPU, RELAP5, SMR, Thermal hydraulics, Turbine trip transient
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Integrated uncertainty analysis of LBLOCA in AP1000
using RELAP/SCDAPSIM
Anuj Trivedi,
Marina Perez-Ferragut,
Judy K. Hohorst,
Chris Allison

A representative RELAP/SCDAPSIM model of the AP1000 was developed in the past and verified using publicly available WCOBRA-TRAC
and TRACE results for an LBLOCA in one of the cold legs in the loop
containing Core Makeup Tanks. These results have been published previously and are available in the open literature. This analysis reported
Innovative Systems Software
that RELAP5 calculated a PCT value of 1229 K. The current work conIdaho Falls, ID 83406, USA
siders the uncertainty quantification of above scenario using the inteanujktrivedi@gmail.com,
grated uncertainty analysis (IUA) package of RELAP/SCDAPSIM based
marinotxka@gmail.com,
on the best estimate plus uncertainty (BEPU) methodology. This packjkh@srv.net,
iss@srv.net
age facilitates the modification of the source code as well as the input
parameters at the same time and it is very efficient for a detailed BEPU
analysis in comparison to manual uncertainty quantification methods. Implementation of this package
for use with RELAP/SCDAPSIM is divided in to three phases: setup, simulation, and post processing.
The setup phase consists of the calculation of the accident by a number of runs based on the Wilks’ formula and a declaration of the distribution and range for the perturbed quantities. The simulation phase
consists of 59 runs for a 95% percentile with a 95% confidence. The post processing phase consists of arranging all PCT simulation results cases based on their rank and also provides a comparison of the lower
bound, upper bound and base case PCT. The 95/95 tolerance was considered based on US NRC and
IAEA ECCS acceptance criteria for PCT if using best estimate codes.
There are two cases where the perturbed quantities have been considered. The first case considered only
13 input quantities (which were the case with the TRACE-DAKOTA analysis), the second was a general
case which considered almost all the recommended input as well as source code quantities for a PWR.
A comparative analysis has been presented and results were found to be satisfactory according to ECCS
acceptance criteria. This analysis also includes a sensitivity study in the PCT prediction with respect to
SG and PRHR tube nodalization.
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Implementation of sodium single phase properties in RELAP/
SCDAPSIM and preliminary assessment for EBR-II SHRT-17
Anuj Trivedi,
Marina Perez-Ferragut,
Z. Fu,
Chris Allison

The current work involves the implementation of the thermodynamic and
transport properties of Sodium into the system thermal hydraulic code
RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD4.1. The two phase properties have been selected to the extent possible to those available in the open literature. The
focus of this study is to assess the Sodium system modeling capabilities of
Innovative Systems Software
RELAP5 using the EBR-II benchmark problem SHRT-17. The heat transIdaho Falls, ID 83406, USA
fer correlations have implemented which are the Lyon’s correlation for
anujktrivedi@gmail.com,
marinotxka@gmail.com,
tube flow and Mikityuk’s correlation for tube bundle flow.
lifewatermaomao@gmail.com,
RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD4.1 is the first release of the code with Naiss@srv.net
capabilities to be used for future safety and severe accident analyses activities for SFRs. It was completely rewritten to FORTRAN 90/95/2000
standards and it has a number of unique options relative to previous versions of RELAP/SCDAPSIM
including advanced numerical techniques, integrated uncertainty analysis, advanced graphical user interfaces, a standardized interface for a user supplied 3D reactor kinetics package, and advanced models and
correlations for water and alternative reactor coolants including LiPb, PbBi, and molten salts.
EBR-II benchmark problem SHRT-17 was selected for the assessment of the code and the preliminary
results are presented in this paper. A representative model was developed based on the data available in
the open literature as this problem has been widely analyzed around the globe as part of the IAEA-CRP
during last few years using various computational tools. The model includes the primary vessel consists
of core, a centrifugal pump, high and low pressure plenums, IHX and simplified steam system on the
secondary side. Most of the plant parameters have been very well predicted and found to be within the
acceptable accuracy. Integrated uncertainty analysis (IUA) package of RELAP/SCDAPSIM has been applied to this study to identify the important and sensitive input and source code variables, and to quantify
the uncertainty of the key output parameters for the specific scenario.
Keywords: RELAP5, thermal hydraulics, SFR, sodium, EBR-II, SHRT-17
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Comparing Analysis of Loss of Coolant Accident
on Bethsy Facility with Apros 6.05 and 6.06
Klemen Debelak,
Luka Štrubelj

In this paper, the comparison of analysis of international standardized
problem ISP 27 using two versions of APROS process simulation software 6.05 and 6.06 is presented. Numerical simulation of experiment
GEN energija, d.o.o.
Bethsy 9.1b, also known as ISP 27 was performed on a scaled down
Vrbina 17, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
klemen.debelak@gen-energija.si, model of a three loop, 900 MWe Framatome PWR. In the test a small
luka.strubelj@gen-energija.si
LOCA, with 2-inch cold leg break, combined with High pressure Injection System (HPIS) failure is simulated. State oriented approach, which
requires operators to start an Ultimate Procedure were used. Model was first built in APROS 6.05 using
standard modules in order to describe the volumes, heat structures and regulation of the test facility and
was then exported to APROS 6.06.
The results from both versions showed all the processes such as loop seal clearing, core uncover and rise
of cladding temperature and other processes taking place in the experiment were in a good agreement
with experimental data. However even though results were similar some differences were noticeable. The
differences in core cladding temperature, time integrated break mass flow, core liquid level and pressurized pressure were analysed in more detail in this paper.
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NPP Krško 3 inch Cold Leg Break LOCA Calculation using
RELAP5/MOD 3.3 and MELCOR 1.8.6 Codes
Vesna Benčik,
Davor Grgić,
Siniša Šadek,
Štefica Vlahović

NPP Krško input deck developed at Faculty of Electrical Engineering
and Computing (FER) Zagreb, for severe accident code MELCOR 1.8.6
is currently being tested. MELCOR is primarily used for the analyses
of severe accidents including in-vessel and ex-vessel core melt progression as well as containment response under severe accident conditions.
University of Zagreb, Faculty
Accurate modelling of the plant thermal-hydraulic behaviour as well as
of Electrical Engineering and
engineering safety features, e.g., Emergency Core Cooling System, AuxComputing
iliary feedwater system and various containment systems (e.g., Passive
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Autocatalytic Recombiners, Fan Coolers and Containment spray) is necvesna.bencik@fer.hr,
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
essary to correctly predict the plant response and operator actions. For
sinisa.sadek@fer.hr,
MELCOR input data verification, the comparison of the results for small
stefica.vlahovic@fer.hr
break (3 inch) cold leg Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) for NPP Krško
using MELCOR 1.8.6 and RELAP5/MOD 3.3 was performed. A detailed RELAP5/MOD 3.3 model for
NPP Krško has been developed at FER and it has been extensively used for accident and transient analyses. The RELAP5 model has been upgraded and improved along with the plant modernization in the year
2000. and after more recent plant modifications. The results of the steady state calculation (first 1000
seconds) for both MELCOR and RELAP5 were assessed against the referent plant data. In order to test all
thermal-hydraulic aspects of developed MELCOR 1.8.6 model the accident was analysed, and comparison to the existing RELAP5 model was performed, with all engineering safety features available. After initial fast pressure drop and accumulator injection for both codes stable conditions were established with
heat removal through the break and core inventory maintained by safety injection. Transient was simulated for 10000 seconds and overall good agreement between results obtained with both codes was found.
Keywords: MELCOR, RELAP5, code comparison, input data verification, small break Loss of Coolant Accident
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Use of Simplified Nuclear Power
Plant Simulator
Marko Čepin

Simplified nuclear power plant simulator is a tool for simulating normal,
abnormal and emergency operation of a nuclear power plant. The nuclear
power plant with two loop pressurized water reactor and with inverted
U-bend steam generators and dry containment system is considered.
One loop with the pressurizer is modeled separately from the other loop
without it. The model deals with 138 main input parameters related with
the plant parameters such as pressures, temperatures, levels, power, setpoints, concentrations, capacities, masses and dimensionless numbers. The initial conditions contain 110
parameters. 18 initiating events from the set of internal initiating events can be considered. The objective
of the work is to show the applicability of the simplified nuclear power plant simulator for modelling of
the selected scenarios from a set of selected design basis accidents for the education purposes. Selected
initiating events and scenarios have been identified and the data about them was collected. The simulation of the scenarios was performed. The initial conditions have been determined and the operational
characteristics were modelled in sense to timely model plant automatic actuations and manual actions of
plant operators. The results have been obtained in sense of time dependent curves of the main parameters of interest for showing the status of the plant itself and its systems and subsystems. The obtained
results have been compared with the results of measurements and the results of other simulations. The
differences and the similarities have been discussed. The comparison of the results with some measurements and mostly with other simulations shows some degree of similarity and some differences, which
differ among the parameters of interest. In general, the resulted comparisons show acceptability of simulator for education purposes.
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Functional analysis (FA) as a tool for demonstrating the preservation of independence
of individual levels in Defence in Depth (DiD) for the design of the NPP Dukovany
Vaclav Hakl,
Petr Dlabal

Defense in depth (DiD) is a concept used for many years alongside other
design principles and tools to optimize nuclear safety. It is based on an
ancient military philosophy of providing multiple barriers of defense
ÚJV Řež, a. s.
and is used in the design of nuclear facilities and in the assessment of
Hlavní 130, 250 68 Husinec-Řež,
such designs. DiD is in NPPs implemented primarily through the comCzech Republic
bination of a number of consecutive levels of protection with independvaclav.hakl@ujv.cz
ent effectiveness that would have to fail before harmful effects could be
caused to people or to the environment.
One of basic requirement on principle of DiD is independence of individual levels of DiD
Under conditions related to the extension of the lifetime of NPP Dukovany, SUJB (the Czech Nuclear
Regulatory body) requires delivery of a report with results of “Specification and analysis of degree of
physical and functional independence of DiD levels” for the design of the NPP Dukovany. UJV as a supplier for the NPP Dukovany was contracted to prepare such analyses.
The analyses made so far have focused mainly on demonstrating the independence of DiD Level 3a – Design Basis accidents (DBA) (according WENRA). New approach to analysis, if also focused on the proof
of DiD independence in normal and abnormal operation and between DBA and Design Extension Conditions (DEC). In analyses will be verified, that the units design has the capability to maintain operational
stability and is able to prevent the development of normal and abnormal operational conditions leading
to the DBA. It will be also verified, that the newly implemented measures for DEC are independent on
previous levels of DiD as much as.
The approach to proof the independence of individual levels of DiD, is to define the system of safety and
operational functions. The top level of functions are Main (Fundamental) Safety Functions (MSF) (i.e.
Control of reactivity; removal of heat from the reactor and from the fuel pool store; and confinement of
radioactive material.)
These 3 MSF are divided into 21 Safety functions (SF). SFs are subdivisions of the MSFs including those
necessary to prevent accident conditions or escalation of accident conditions and those necessary to mitigate the consequences of accident conditions.
Structures, systems and components (SSCs) of the unit are assigned to groups (Functional Group – FG)
according to their specific design function, safety function or operational function. The FG is a set of
SSCs that perform all activities necessary to provide FG’s function, consisting in general from executive,
safety, control and support functions. Whole FG is protected against the postulated initiating event causing the requirement to perform such function.
Session 5: Nuclear Safety Analyses (NSA)

Analysis of independence consists of creation of a system (in graphical presentation) where for each SF at
a different level of DiD it is enlisted FG consisting of SSCs cooperating on performance of SF.
The goal is to proof, that for each safety function (SF) there is in design for each level of DiD created standalone FG equipment that can perform this function.
The full independence of the levels of DiD cannot be reached, due to several constraints, such as the common exposure to external hazards, the unavoidable sharing of some SSCs. The independence of the levels
of DiD should be as high as it is practically achievable.
For SF for which full independence of the levels of DiD is not proven, the degree of physical and functional independence of SSC which performs this SF must be assessed i.e. resilience to the possible external and internal hazards. This is performed in the data base (DB) model which allows to identify and to
quantify the response of SSCs to external and internal hazards.
The author will present the above methodology for access to the regulator’s request and the procedures
used for proof of physical and functional independence of DiD levels.
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Review of Design Extension Conditions Experiments
and Analyses for Non-degraded Core
Andrej Prošek,
Mitja Uršič

The second generation nuclear power plants were designed and built to
withstand without loss to the systems, structures, and components necessary to ensure public health and safety during design basis accidents
Jožef Stefan Institute
(DBAs). In the transient and accident analysis the effects of single active
Jamova cesta 39, Ljubljana,
failures and operator errors were considered. There are also accident seSlovenia
andrej.prosek@ijs.si,
quences that are possible but were judged to be too unlikely and therefore
mitja.ursic@ijs.si
were not fully considered in the design process of second generation reactors. In that sense, they were considered beyond the scope of design-basis
accidents that a nuclear facility must be designed and built to withstand. Such accident sequences have
been analyzed in the past to fully understand the capability of a design.
The requirements to analyse such sequences for existing reactors have been introduced after FukushimaDaiichi accident. In 2012 the design extension conditions (DECs) were introduced in the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) requirements for the design of nuclear power plants (NPPs). Western
European Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA) requirements of existing reactor for DEC were introduced in 2014. The purpose of considering DEC is to further improve safety by enhancing the plant’s
capability to withstand the conditions generated by accidents that are more severe than DBAs. This concept by IAEA and WENRA (WENRA definition of DEC is consistent with IAEA, where DEC with prevention of core melt is called DEC A) is not completely new, since some multiple failures has already
been considered in the design, for example anticipated transients without scram and station blackout.
The research for beyond design basis accidents with non-degraded core (i.e. DEC A) for existing reactors
has been already done in 80’s and 90’ of the previous century. The purpose of this paper is to review that
research. For example, the cross-reference matrix for accident management for non-degraded core has
been created in the frame of OECD/NEA. The tests performed include total loss of feedwater, station
blackout, small break without high pressure safety injection, steam generator tube rupture with no high
pressure safety injection etc. Besides review of experiments performed on integral test facilities, examples
of DEC A tests, which have been analysed at Jožef Stefan Institute using RELAP5 or TRACE computer
code in the last three decades, will be presented too.
Keywords: design extension conditions, RELAP5, TRACE, safety analysis
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Fuel Handling Building Response
to SFP Loss of Cooling
Davor Grgić,
Tomislav Fancev,
Siniša Šadek,
Vesna Benčik

GOTHIC model of Fuel Handling Building (FHB) was developed
for NPP Krsko. Simplified model of Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) is part of
FHB model. SFP model includes control volumes with racks, transfer
channel, and cask loading area. It is possible to plug more detailed
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and SFP model (takes into account details of coolant natural circulation)
into the same FHB model too, but that has negative influence on duComputing, University of Zagreb
ration of calculation. SFP heat-up can be modeled with heaters havUnska 3, Zagreb, Croatia
ing time-dependent forcing function to simulate decay heat, or heat
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
source can be placed directly in fuel heat structure. In order to model
tomislav.fancev@fer.hr,
sinisa.sadek@fer.hr,
response of FHB to loss of SFP cooling, up to the point when water
vesna.bencik@fer.hr
level drops to top of active fuel, it is usually enough to use heater as a
representation of decay heat. That way it is possible to calculate loss
Srđan Špalj
of water from the pool by evaporation and heat-up of FHB atmosNuclear Power Plant Krško
phere. The temperature, pressure, and relative humidity are calcuVrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
lated in FHB rooms without and with depressurization panel that will
srdjan.spalj@nek.si
be introduced as a part of plant’s safety upgrade project. Calculated
thermal-hydraulic conditions in FHB rooms can be used in establishing environmental conditions for
equipment qualification in the frame of equipment survivability program.
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S5-248

Introduction of an Additional Safety Barrier
for Nuclear Power Reactors
Francesco D’Auria

In the present paper a proposal is formulated to improve the safety of
existing and future nuclear reactors. The idea is based upon the introduction of a new safety barrier against the release of radioactivity generated
by the fission chain process.
Two motivations for the proposal arise from the following: a) in the last
two or three decades experimental evidence demonstrated that the estabNenad Debrecin
lished barrier constituted by the fuel pin clad is weak and easily trespassed
Faculty of Electrical
by fission products during various phases of the fuel cycle, with main reEngineering and Computing,
gard (here) to the in-core irradiation; b) the probability of core melt must
University of Zagreb
(and can) be substantially lowered by adopting outcomes from recent reUnska 3, Zagreb, Croatia
searches with main reference to the reached capabilities of computational
nenad.debrecin@fer.hr
tools.
Horst Glaeser
The correct interpretation of the words ‘feedback from lessons learned’
Consultant
impose that the conditions which led to the occurred severe accidents are
Eching, Germany
understood to be not replicable in the future and, according to the statement of Australian and Chinese scientists, “upgrading and strengthening
a nuclear regulatory system is not optional but imperative to prevent the next core meltdown”.
The proposal aims at fixing bases for possible strengthening of current Nuclear Reactor Safety by combining the logical frameworks connected with the terms As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable (ALARA),
Best-Estimate-Plus-Uncertainty (BEPU), Extended-Safety-Margin (E-SM), Independent-Assessment
(IA) and Emergency-Rescue-Team (ERT). The cost for the implementation of the additional barrier is
expected to be affordable from a financial viewpoint and to contribute to restoring the public confidence
towards nuclear technology.
University of Pisa, DESTEC/
GRNSPG,
Pisa, Italy
f.dauria@ing.unipi.it
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Marjan Kromar, Bojan Kurinčič
Assessment of the Photon and Neutron Source Term for
the NPP Krško Spent Fuel

S6-106

Innovation in Power Maneuvering Mode for NPP Hanhikivi
with WWER-1200 reactor
Grigory Ponomarenko

The possible innovative methods of manoeuvring are investigated
on the example of NPP Hanhikivi with WWER-1200 reactor in a
frame of AES-2006 project. Stationary fuel loading analysis was
performed for the for the most significant graph of daily manoeuvring (100-50-100)% Nnom with the rate of power change 1-5 %
Nnom per minute, that are the European Utility Requirements. The
improvement is ensured by maintaining a constant average coolant temperature in the core “Tav = const”
(by changing the pressure in SGs) and a constant boron content in the primary coolant “CB = const”. The
change of power and Xenon concentration during power manoeuvring is compensated by special movement of the special chosen grey CRs in the core instead of CB change. CB is changed in usual way only
for fuel burnup compensation during reactor campaign. The mode “Tav = const” is normally used for
the control of power of PWRs in wide diapason and it reduces the amount of radioactive primary water
discharges and the mechanical fatigue of the RCS components. Implementation of both – main mode
“Tav = const” and auxiliary mode “CB = const” leads to positive effect of synergy. The mode “Tav = const”
facilitates the implementation of the mode “CB = const” very much, and they together allow to completely
eliminate the production of liquid waste during manoeuvring and ensure load following practically for
the full length of reactor campaign. Presence of large CRs quantity (121 pieces) in the WWER-1200 allows using part of them as grey CRs without safety violation due to small decrease of EP efficiency. The
efficiency of grey CRs is 2-3 times less than of usual black CRs that allows more softly maintain criticality,
AO and power peaking factors in their acceptable diapasons at CB = const. Analysis is performed with
Russian 3D code BIPR-7 only for neutronics aspects without considering strength cyclic characteristics
of the equipment and nuclear fuel.
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S6-107

Design of transport cask for SFE and CFE fuel
assemblies of Tehran Research Reactors
Zohreh Gholamzadeh,
Atiyeh Jozvaziri,
Ebrahim Abedi,
Seyed Mohammad Mirvakili,
Nafiseh Tehrani

A specific cask for transferring the spent fuel of the Tehran research reactor was designed by a detailed simulation using MCNPX2.7.0 code. The spectra of photons and neutrons were determined on the surface of the cask using two ORIGEN and MCNPX
codes. Optimized thickness of lead and lead-concrete materials
were investigated for the cask body to decrease the surfaces dose
Reactor Research School, Nuclear
rates to less than 2 mSv/h. Fuel with 54.2% burnup was considScience and Technology Research
ered to be loaded in the transport cask. The probabilistic dose
Institute
rates were calculated on the surface of the cask at different points,
Tehran, Iran
considering the three states of 47, 80 and 100 days of cooling of
cadmium_109@yahoo.com
the burnt fuel assembly. Computational data were compared with
experimental results. The calculations showed that on the 47th day (the day on which the experimental
measurement was carried out) the calculated dose rate is about 83 mSv /h, which is very different from
the measured value (28 mSv /h). Our investigations showed that the correct history of a burnt fuel assembly could drastically help to calculate the most precise dose rate at any determined time. By loading the
correct history, the calculated dose rate had very good conformity with the measured data with less than
5% relative discrepancy. The obtained results of these calculations showed that the hottest point of the
lead material with a thickness of 15 cm was about 7.5 mSv/h, after 80 days of cooling the fuel assembly. By
increasing the lead thickness to 17 cm this value reduces to (2.7 ± 0.95) mSv/h. The results of this work
showed that dose rate of the hottest point of the modelled lead cask with a thickness of 17 cm decreases
to (0.6 ± 0.4) mSv/h after 100 days of the spent fuel assembly cooling.
Keywords: Transport cask, Dose rate, MCNPX, Tehran Research Reactor
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S6-110

Conversion of Small Modular Reactors fuel
to use mixed (U-Th)O2 fuel
Reza Akbari

The concept of Integral Small Modular Reactor (SMR) isn’t new
but it seems that the proper time for using this idea has been coming. According to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
the reactors with electrical power lower than 300 MW have been
defined as small reactors, although SMRs are categorized by this
fact that more advantages and design features are attained when
intentionally make reactors small. In fact, these reactors use their
Jose R. Maiorino
size as advantage to attain more design purposes. The scalability,
Center of Engineering, Federal
modularity, improved safety characteristics and more important
University of ABC
than other, lower up-front cost of the SMRs, offer great advantages
Santo André, SP, Brazil
over large common nuclear power plants. According to the IAEA
joserubens.maiorino@ufabc.edu.br
reports there are many interests all over the world to move toward
using of these kinds of reactors. There are many different type of
Francesco D’auria
SMRs under various stages of design, licensing and construction.
University of Pisa, DESTEC/GRNSPG
Nowadays, there are many initiatives to use thorium in nuclear rePisa, Italy
actors and fuel cycles. Thorium is three times more abundance than
f.dauria@ing.unipi.it
Uranium, however, despite of several initiatives and researches on
Th-232 utilization in many types of rectors, this fuel hasn’t been
Dariush Rezaei
commercialized yet.
Amirkabir University of Technology,
Most of The SMRs have been designed to have long cycle, so they
Department of Energy Engineering &
must use a lot of poisoning material in the beginning of the cycle.
Physics
Taking in the account that Thorium can be used as a absorber in
Tehran, Iran
the beginning of the cycle and also be used as a fertile material durddrezaei@aut.ac.ir
ing the cycle, it seems to be a good option to use mixed (U-Th)O2
as SMR’s fuel. This paper briefly is going to review the research about Thorium utilization as a nuclear
fuel and the possibilities of using mixed (U-Th)O2 fuel as an alternative option for SMRs fuel. The Korean System Integrated Modular Advanced Reactor (SMART) categorized as SMR that has received its
standard design approval, was chosen as reference core for our calculations. The calculations have been
performed by MCNPX code as a well-known Monte Carlo code. Geometry and all materials were kept
the same as the SMART core, and the only variable was the fuel pin material, in which we use several mass
proportion of uranium and thorium but keeping the enrichment in U-235, lower than 5 wt%. The results
confirm that it’s possible to use mixed (U-Th)O2 with lower burnable absorber at the beginning of the
cycle and have a longer burnup cycle.
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S6-115

Computational study of decommissioning of silver-indium-cadmium
alloy control rods of Tehran Research Reactor at the end of their life
Zohreh Gholamzadeh,
Atyeh Jozvaziri,
Elham Bavarnegin,
Seyed Mohammad Mirvakili,
Yeser Kasesaz,
Mahdi Keivani,
Omid Borojerdi
Reactor Research School, Nuclear
Science and Technology Research
Institute
Tehran, Iran
cadmium_109@yahoo.com

Tehran Research Reactor control rods have been used for more
than 12 years and it supposed the control rods would be used for
20 years next. So, the control rods were divided to 5 sections and
deposited power of any section was calculated when these sections exposed to the core neutron flux; MCNPX code was used
to calculate the deposited power. By application of ORIGEN code,
the gamma source produced inside the control rod during about
30000 MWD TRR core burn-up was calculated in any section. After the gamma ray source obtaining, the Geiger Müller detectors
were placed beside the control rods and their dose rate variation
at the first decommissioning time and the other passed times were
calculated using MCNPX code. Using the computational data the
control rod decommissioning was discussed.
Keywords: TRR control rod, Burn-up, decommissioning, MCNPX
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S6-116

Coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulics calculation of the GFR
2400 core with reflector
Ján Haščík,
Filip Osuský,
Štefan Čerba,
Jakub Lüley,
Branislav Vrban

The paper focuses on the coupled calculation of neutronics with thermal-hydraulics of Gas Cooled Fast Reactor. Generation IV International Forum identified 3 promising fast reactor concepts, where the
Gas Cooled Fast Reactor Technology was introduced. The helium with
pressure 7 MPa is used as a primary coolant in this concept, resulting in the hardest neutron spectra in comparison to other designs.
Slovak University of Technology in
Therefore, the GFR is the most appropriate concept for transmutaBratislava / Institute of Nuclear
tion of minor actinides or for optimization of the reactivity burn-up
and Physical Engineering
swing. However, multiple studies raise questions about the Gas Cooled
Ilkovičova 3, Bratislava, Slovakia
Fast Reactor technical feasibility. The first issue arises from the unique
jan.hascik@stuba.sk,
material composition of the core, which results in the low number of
filip.osusky@stuba.sk,
stefan.cerba@stuba.sk,
experimental/benchmark facilities in the world, that are able to projakub.luley@stuba.sk,
vide relevant data needed for R&D of this challenging technology. The
branislav.vrban@stuba.sk
second issue comes from accidental scenarios, such as loss of coolant accident, therefore there is a need to carefully perform coupled
simulations of neutronics with thermal-hydraulics to prevent the accidents or mitigate their impact. The
paper follows previous studies focused on the GFR technology carried out at the Institute of Nuclear and
Physical Engineering. The simulation is performed by nodal and sub-channel coupled code NESTLE.
The TRITON sequence of the SCALE code package system is used for parametrization of homogenized
multigroup cross-sections for the NESTLE code. The study focuses also on the method of the reflector
cross-section processing for the Gas Cooled Fast Reactor Technology and the first estimation is proposed
in the paper.
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S6-122

Dose mapping around the Tehran Research Reactor after the core
coolant loss accident
Zohreh Gholamzadeh,
Elham Bavarnegin,
Atiyeh Jozvaziri,
Mohadeseh Golshanian
Reactor Research School, Nuclear
Science and Technology Research
Institute
Tehran, Iran
cadmium_109@yahoo.com

Core coolant loss accident and its impact on the reactor operators and
the other personnel that are near the reactor containment is critical
issue and should be investigated carefully. In the present study, MCNPX code was used to investigate gamma dose rate inside the reactor
containment as well as its buildings when a coolant loss accident is
occurred while some or total of the core would be bare. Some Geiger
Muller detectors were used around the reactor pool and containment
to obtain a detail dose mapping around the 5 MW research reactor
core and its containment. In addition, the received operator dose rates
were determined during the coolant loss at different positions of the
TRR pool top.

Keywords: Dose mapping, Loss of coolant, MCNPX, Tehran Research Reactor
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S6-123

Investigation of possibility of the C-14 radioisotope standard
source production in Tehran Research Reactor
Elham Bavarnegin,
Zohreh Gholamzadeh,
Atiyeh Jozvaziri

C-14 is a beta emitter that decays to N-14 with a half-life of 5,730
years. In this study, possibility of C-14 source production in Tehran research reactor (TRR) has been investigated by simulation and experiment. Core of TRR has been simulated in details with the MCNPX2.6
Reactor Research School, Nuclear
the Monte Carlo Code and two grams of Al(NO3)3.9H2O have been
Science and Technology Research
modelled in its A3 irradiation box position and the burn-up calculaInstitute
tions have been carried out for 2, 4 and 6 days using the BURN card
Tehran, Iran
ebavarnegin@gmail.com,
of MCNPX. The results show that the longer the irradiation time, the
cadmium_109@yahoo.com,
greater the amount of C-14 radioisotope. But since after 4 and 6 days
avaziri@aeoi.org.ir
irradiation time the tritium with long half-life is produced, the 2 days
irradiation time has been considered as an appropriate time for C-14
production. According to the calculations, after 2 days irradiation of one gram of Al (NO3)3.9H2O, the
C-14 activity is 6.187 Ci and 28Al (half-life=2.2414 min, activity=1.157 Ci) is the only impurity which
can decay rapidly. In addition to calculations, an experimental study has also been carried out. 2 grams
of Al (NO3)3.9H2O have been poured into quartz vials. The quartz vials have been welded inside an aluminium can and have been irradiated for 2 days in A3 irradiation box of the TRR. The irradiated samples
have been cut inside of a glycine solution. Carbon dioxide can be absorbed in the glycine. Our experimental results show the production of only 0.2 Ci of C-14. This drastic difference between experiment and
calculation may be arisen of some parameters which the most important is that we couldn’t release the
produced carbon-14 in glycine solution properly.
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Assessment of the Photon and Neutron Source Term
for the NPP Krško Spent Fuel
Marjan Kromar

Accurate knowledge of the fuel nuclide inventory is important after
reactor shut down, during the fuel storage and subsequent reprocessing or disposal to provide adequate shielding from the photon and
neutron radiation. In this paper possibility to calculate the NPP Krško
photon and neutron source term with the Serpent code has been anaBojan Kurinčič
lysed. Some deficiencies in the supplied ENDF/B-VII.0 decay library
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
have been observed. In addition, Serpent reports only spontaneous
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
fission rates without (α, n) and (β, n) contributions. To get neutron
Bojan.Kurincic@nek.si
emission, spontaneous fission rates had to be multiplied with the average number of neutrons born for each particular nuclide manually.
Comparison with the Origen code has shown acceptable agreement of the ENDF/B-VII.1 results. Influence of several factors such as fuel burnup, enrichment, temperature, moderator temperature (density),
soluble boron concentration, average power, and burnable absorbers has been analysed. In addition, it
was demonstrated that, except for the burnup and enrichment, averaging of all other parameters is acceptable approach. IFBA fuel should be accounted for explicitly due to relative high impact on the photon
and neutron emissions.
Jožef Stefan Institute
Jamova cesta 39, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Marjan.Kromar@ijs.si
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S6-149

Total Ambient Dose Equivalent Neutron Buildup Factor
Calculation Using TART
Paulina Dučkić,
Krešimir Trontl,
Dubravko Pevec,
Mario Matijević

In this work a Monte Carlo transport code named TART is engaged
for total neutron buildup factors determination for NBS04 concrete
type. The first step to model the total neutron buildup factors is
to conduct a validation process of the TART code by calculating
transmission factors for both neutrons and secondary photons. The
University of Zagreb, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computing transmission factors are then used for total ambient ambient dose
equivalent estimation. The direct component is calculated manuUnska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
ally by using the exponential law, with the cross sections obtained
paulina.duckic@fer.hr,
from MCNP6. Finally, total ambient dose equivalent neutron buildkresimir.trontl@fer.hr,
dubravko.pevec@fer.hr,
up factor is calculated as the ratio of the total ambient dose equivamario.matijevic@fer.hr
lent and the direct component. The results are compared with the
MCNP6 results. Obtained buildup factors are then embedded in a
point kernel code named QAD-GCCP. A test case is modeled in TART, MCNP6 and QAD-CGGP and the
results of the three codes are compared.
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PARTISN5.97 Code Verification Using keff
Analytical Benchmarks
Mario Matijević,
Dubravko Pevec

This paper presents verification of the PARTISN5.97 code for
several one-dimensional benchmark problems with analytic keff
eigenvalue
and eigenfunction solutions to the neutron transport
University of Zagreb, Faculty of
equation in several geometries. Verification checks that the imElectrical Engineering and Computing
plemented code precisely reflects the intended calculations and
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
mario.matijevic@fer.hr,
that these calculations have been executed correctly, while validubravko.pevec@fer.hr
dation compares the accuracy of these calculated results usually with experimental data. The motivation for this analysis was
Bojan Petrović
in verification of the sophisticated transport theory algorithms
Georgia Institute of Technology,
when applied to keff calculation of the slab, cylindrical, and spheriNuclear and Radiological Engineering
cal geometries with one-media and one-energy group, includ770 State St., Atlanta,
ing anisotropic scattering. The infinite slab with finite thickness
GA 30332-0745, USA
problem was also extended to two-energy group problem using
Bojan.Petrovic@gatech.edu
anisotropic P1 scattering matrix. The selected benchmarks were
chosen to cover problems with simple geometry, few energy groups, and simplified (linearly anisotropic)
scattering models, for which analytical solution exits. The macroscopic neutron cross sections, giving
reasonable representation of materials used, were extracted from the literature results so they are not
general-purpose cross sections for predicting criticality experiments, but are rather used to verify algorithm performance. Various characteristics of deterministic code numerics can also be investigated using
these benchmark problems, e.g. space and angle representation, Legendre expansion order, convergence
acceleration techniques, and so on. For that purpose, we have used PARTISN5.97 code package, which is
a modular computer program designed to solve the time-independent or dependent multigroup discrete
ordinates (SN) form of the Boltzmann transport equation in several different geometries. The SN form of
approximation is used for treating the angular variation of the particle distribution, while several spatial
differencing options use computational mesh which may consist of either a standard orthogonal mesh or
a block adaptive orthogonal mesh. Both inner and outer iterations can be accelerated using the diffusion
or transport synthetic acceleration methods. The obtained PARTISN5.97 eigenvalue results showed a
good agreement with referenced analytical benchmark test set.
Keywords: PARTISN5.97, criticality, eigenvalue, neutron transport, analytical benchmark
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Point Kernel Code Modification Including Support
Vector Regression Neutron Buildup Factor Model
Paulina Dučkić,
Krešimir Trontl,
Davor Grgić,
Mario Matijević

University of Zagreb, Faculty
of Electrical Engineering and
Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
paulina.duckic@fer.hr,
kresimir.trontl@fer.hr,
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
mario.matijevic@fer.hr

This work presents the results of radiation shielding calculations using
modified point kernel code QAD-GCCP. The modification includes a
new approach to neutron buildup factor estimations based on machine
learning technique called Support vector regression (SVR). SVR neutron buildup factor models for common shielding materials are developed and built into the QAD-GCCP. The development of the models
consisted of acquiring the data to be used for learning the model, optimizing the SVR parameters, and application of active learning methods for improving the learning process. The modified code is tested,
and the results are compared with the MCNP6 results.
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S6-156

PCA Benchmark Analysis with ADVANTG3.0.1
and MCNP6.1.1b Codes
Mario Matijević,
Dubravko Pevec,
Krešimir Trontl

The Pool Critical Assembly Pressure Vessel (PCA) benchmark is a
well known benchmark in the reactor shielding community which
is described in the Shielding Integral Benchmark Archive and Database (SINBAD). It is based on the experiments performed at the
University of Zagreb, Faculty of
PCA facility in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and
Electrical Engineering and Computing
it can be used for the qualification of the pressure vessel fluence
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
calculational methodology. The measured quantities to be commario.matijevic@fer.hr,
dubravko.pevec@fer.hr,
pared against the calculated values are the equivalent fission fluxes
kresimir.trontl@fer.hr
at several experimental access tubes (A1 to A8) in front, behind,
and inside the pressure-vessel wall simulator. This benchmark is
Bojan Petrović
particularly suitable to test the capabilities of the shielding calculaGeorgia Institute of Technology,
tional methodology and cross-section libraries to predict in-vessel
Nuclear and Radiological Engineering
flux gradients because only a few approximations are necessary in
770 State St., Atlanta,
the overall analysis. This benchmark was analyzed using a modern
GA 30332-0745, USA
hybrid stochastic-deterministic shielding methodology with ADBojan.Petrovic@gatech.edu
VANTG3.0.1 and MCNP6.1.1b codes. ADVANTG3.0.1 is an automated tool for generating variance reduction (VR) parameters for Monte Carlo (MC) calculations with
MCNP5v1.60 code (and higher versions). It is based on the multigroup, discrete ordinates solver Denovo,
used for approximating the forward-adjoint transport fluxes to construct VR parameters for the final
MC simulation. The VR parameters in form of the weight windows and the source biasing cards can be
directly used with unmodified MCNP input. The underlining CADIS methodology in Denovo code was
initially developed for biasing local MC results, such as point or region detectors. The FW-CADIS extension was developed for biasing global MC results globally over a mesh tallies or multiple point/region
detectors. Both CADIS and FW-CADIS are based on the concept of the neutron importance function,
which is a solution of the adjoint Boltzmann transport equation, i.e. adjoint neutron flux. The equivalent
fission fluxes calculated with MCNP are based on several high-energy threshold reactions from international dosimetry libraries IRDF-2002 and IRDFF-2014, distributed by the IAEA Nuclear Data Section.
The obtained results show a good agreement with referenced PCA measurements. Visualization of the
deterministic solution in 3D was done using the VisIt code from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
Keywords: PCA benchmark, shielding, pressure vessel, Monte Carlo, variance reduction
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Hybrid Shielding Methods Validation Using
Graphite Shielding Measurements
Mario Matijević,
Krešimir Trontl,
Paulina Dučkić,
Davor Grgić

This paper presents validation of the several computational hybrid
shielding methods by means of Ueki experimental measurements of a
graphite slab shield. The objective was to estimate neutron dose attenuation factors for different shield thicknesses at point detector located at
fixed distance of 20 cm behind the graphite slab shield. Several state-ofUniversity of Zagreb, Faculty
the art shielding codes were used for that purpose. The ADVANTG3.0.1
of Electrical Engineering and
code was used to generate variance reduction (VR) parameters for conComputing
tinuous energy Monte Carlo (MC) code MCNP6.1.1b. The deterministic
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
module of ADVANTG code is Denovo, recently developed multigroup,
mario.matijevic@fer.hr,
kresimir.trontl@fer.hr,
discrete ordinates (SN), Boltzmann transport solver which approximates
paulina.duckic@fer.hr,
adjoint neutron flux in phase-space. From deterministic, adjoint-based
davor.grgic@fer.hr
solution, the VR parameters are automatically prepared in the form of
weight-windows and biased source distribution for final MC simulation.
Similar methodology can be found in SCALE6.1.3 code package, within MAVRIC shielding sequence
with functional modules KENO-VI (geometry, material, cross sections) and Monaco (multigroup MC
code). The same Denovo solver, but in a lighter form, is implemented inside MAVRIC sequence, providing VR parameters (importance map and biased source) to Monaco MC module. With both hybrid
shielding codes we have demonstrated efficient way of obtaining accelerated MC neutron dose rates and
attenuation factors, based on Denovo adjoint SN solver and CADIS methodology. Accelerated MC results were compared to analog MC simulation, showing necessity for VR parameters as the shield thickness increases. Overall performance of final adjoint-driven MC process was done by analyzing so called
figure-of-merit (FOM) factor. Excellent agreement between calculated and reported attenuation factors
(C/E ratios) was obtained.
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Influence of Spacer Grids Homogenization on
Core Reactivity and Axial Power Distribution
Radomir Ječmenica,
Davor Grgić,
Mario Matijević

The paper presents the influence of spacer grid homogenization during
cross section generation on core reactivity and axial power distribution.
Homogenization calculation was performed at fuel assembly level using
FA2D code. Standard Westinghouse VANTAGE+ 16x16 fuel assembly
University of Zagreb, Faculty
was used in the calculation. The first approach is to smear uniformly all
of Electrical Engineering and
centrally located spacer grids along 120 in of fuel assembly and perform
Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia 2D transport calculation. Another approach is to smear spacer within 6
radomir.jecmenica@fer.hr,
inches of fuel assembly and perform homogenization calculation. That
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
composition is then assigned to closest 6 in axial subdivision of the core
mario.matijevic@fer.hr
calculation. Last analyzed option is to do additional localization of spacer
grid and perform homogenization within 2 inches of fuel assembly height.
The additional subdivision is then performed of closest regular axial core subdivision in nodal core calculation. The core calculation was performed using PARCS code for NPP Krško cycle 29. The normalized
axial power distributions calculated by PARCS for three different spacer grid homogenizations are then
compared to quantify the influence of spacer modeling. Similar comparison was performed for critical
boron concentration. As expected larger influence is present for axial power distribution (more details for
fine localization), with some influence on axial power offset and global reactivity.
Keywords: Neutron cross section homogenization, FA2D, spacer grids, nodal core calculation, PARCS
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Fuel Assembly Performance

Martin Chambers,
Bojan Kurinčič

In previous operating cycles, NEK experienced leaking Fuel Assemblies. The main cause was determined to be Grid-To-Rod-Fretting. To
improve the margin for FA failure from Grid-To-Rod-Fretting, the grid
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
spring to fuel rod contact length was increased. In addition, the mid grid
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
atypical vane pairs were removed to lower the applied Departure from
Martin.Chambers@NEK.si,
Bojan.Kurincic@nek.si
Nucleate Boiling penalty. In 2016, NEK licenced the 16x16 modification
Vantage+ Fuel Design and the modified fuel design has now operated in
NEK cycle 29. In this paper, details of the design performance in NEK cycle 29 are provided.
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Benchmarking FHR Core Physics Simulations:
2D Fuel Assembly Model
Bojan Petrović,
Timothy Flaspoehler,
Kyle Ramey

Liquid salt cooled reactors operate at high temperature and low pressure.
The former offers high thermal efficiency, while the latter promotes safety and contributes to favourable economics. This paper considers FHRs,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Fluoride salt high temperature reactors, cooled by liquid (molten) fluoride salt, FLiBe, but with solid fuel in form of TRISO particles, contained
Nuclear and Radiological
either in recirculating pebbles, or in stationary hexagonal fuel elements,
Engineering
and specifically focuses on the latter. Hexagonal fuel elements contain fuel
770 State St., Atlanta, GA
30332-0745, USA
plates (or “planks”), typically in 3 groups of 6 plates each, rotated by 120
bojan.petrovic@gatech.edu
degrees respectively. Each plate is composed of layers of graphite with
embedded TRISO particles and layers of plain graphite matrix. Additional
structural elements contribute to the complexity of fuel geometry.
Neutronically, the double heterogeneity makes accurate analyses challenging. Naïve (straightforward)
homogenization of TRISO particles may lead to thousands of pcm in error. Therefore, it is desirable to
develop core physics benchmarks, generate reference solutions with Monte Carlo methods using continuous energy nuclear data, and enable V&V of deterministic methods that by necessity involve discretization of the space-energy phase space. The spherical shape of fuel particles implies that there is no
directly equivalent 2D geometry. The paper presents a pseudo-2D model (slice of a 3D model) of FHR fuel
assembly and defines benchmark calculations to be performed in support of cross-comparison and V&V
of reactor physics codes. Additionally, preliminary benchmark results are presented. Specifically, MCNP,
SCALE and SERPENT models have been developed. Comparisons of the multiplication factor, neutron
flux and fission rate distribution, and peaking factors show good agreement.
Keywords: FHR (Fluoride salt high temperature reactor), TRISO, MCNP, SCALE, SERPENT, FLiBe, double heterogeneity, benchmark
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BDD Based Fault Tree Analysis
in Brief
Reni Banov

The application of probabilistic techniques for the analysis of complex
systems enhances the development of various analysis methods based on
the structure of complex systems. The system structure functions play
an important role in the description of the behaviour of the respective
working system. The popular Fault Tree (FT) models are used to describe
Zdenko Šimić
states under which the system goes to failed conditions. The analysis of
European Commission Joint
FT models by means of conventional methods relies on the knowledge
Research Centre, Dir. G –
of a combination of basic events leading the system into that state. For
Nuclear Safety and Security
complex systems within nuclear power plants finding all such combinaPostbus 2, 1755 ZG Petten,
tions may be an intractable task, eventually leading to the application of
The Netherlands
approximate methods on a truncated set of combinations. Recently, the
zdenko.simic@ec.europa.eu
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) have become a popular structure for
Davor Šterc
the implicit representation of a full set of combinations based on logiUniversity of Applied Sciences
cal functions. In this paper we present a brief overview of the reliability
Vrbik 8, Zagreb, Croatia
and sensitivity analysis of FT models based on BDDs. The connection bedavor.sterc@tvz.hr
tween the system structure functions and the BDDs is explained herein,
justifying the application of the BDDs to the FT analysis. Algorithms have
been explained in view of how to build the BDD structure from existing FT models and how to apply it
in the calculation of top level probabilities, conditional probabilities and Importance Factors. Further to
this, the paper brings a comparison of the BDD with conventional methods, highlighting the advantages
of that approach. At the end, open problems in the BDD application have been listed, suggesting possible
areas for further improvements and research.
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Keywords: Probabilistic Reliability Analysis (PRA), Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA), Fault Tree
Analysis (FTA), Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD), Reliability analysis
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The CMMR Program: BWR Core Degradation
in the CMMR-1 and the CMMR-2 Tests
Takuya Yamashita,
Ikken Sato,
Yuta Abe,
Toshio Nakagiri,
Akihiro Ishimi

For decommissioning the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant
(1F), understanding the final distribution of core materials and their
characteristics is important. These characteristics obviously depend on
the accident progression in each of the units. However, a large uncertainty is present in understanding of the accident progression behavior. For the boiling water reactor (BWR) design in particular, because
Japan Atomic Energy Agency /
the existing experimental data base is quite limited, various scenarios
IRID
are possible for the core-material relocation (CMR), making it difficult
4002, O-arai, Ibaraki pref., Japan
to single out a reference scenario. This uncertainty, which was clarified
yamashita.takuya38@jaea.go.jp,
by the MAAP-MELCOR Crosswalk, cannot be resolved with existing
sato.ikken@jaea.go.jp,
experimental data and knowledge. Once coolant is lost from the BWR
yuta.abe@jaea.go.jp,
nakagiri.toshio@jaea.go.jp,
core for some time, the following scenario can be divided symbolically
ishimi.akihiro@jaea.go.jp
into “TMI-2 Like Path” and “Continuous Drainage Path”. In addition to
the precise boundary conditions such as water level and pressure, the
Yuji Nagae
actual scenario depends on uncertainties in BWR-specific CMR. Main
Japan Atomic Energy Agency
uncertainties for this branching point are summarized as two ques790-1, Tomioka, Fukushima pref.,
tions: How is gas permeability of high-temperature degraded core apJapan
proaching fuel melting? (Q1) How is downward relocation of hot core
nagae.yuji@jaea.go.jp
materials before fuel melting and its effect on structure heating? (Q2)
To address these questions, the core-material melting and relocation (CMMR) experimental program
using non-transfer-type plasma heating has been implemented by the JAEA (a member organization of
IRID). The CMMR experimental program aims to provide experimental data that address questions Q1
and Q2, which will help us to comprehend core degradation in BWRs like those in 1F. Based on preparatory tests, two tests (CMMR-1 and 2) were conducted using a bundle-scale test piece comprising 48 simulated fuel rods (ZrO2 pellets clad in Zr alloy), a control blade (B4C particles contained in a stainless steel
tube and a sheath) sandwiched by channel box walls (Zr alloy) and lower support structures. The simulated fuel assemblies of the CMMR-1 and 2 tests were 500-mm long. The test conditions simulated the
oxygen concentration before the core in Unit 2 of 1F slumped (relocated to lower plenum). The CMMR-1
test adopted a 40-min heating period, whereas the heating period was reduced to 25 min in the CMMR-2
test to study the effects of a difference in the axial temperature distribution. X-ray computed tomography
was used to analyze the overall material distribution in the test pieces after CMR. Melting and relocation of metals (from the control blade, channel box, and cladding) were widely observed inside the test
pieces. There were selective draining paths near the control blade. The fuel columns remained standing
Session 7: Severe Accident Analyses and Risk Assessment (SAA)

even when exposed to an estimated peak temperature near 2500 °C. These results suggest that until the
ceramic fuel melting, the core remains permeable for gas and the fuel keeps column geometry as far as
strong force is not encountered.
Keywords: severe accident, core degradation, BWR, Fukushima
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S7-125

Study on premixture formation during
fuel-sodium interaction
Mitja Uršič,
Matjaž Leskovar,
Vasilij Centrih

In the frame of safety studies for innovative sodium cooled fast reactors, it is important to estimate the risk for the environment in case
of energetic fuel-sodium interaction. The comprehensive fuel-coolant
interaction computer codes are considered to be the most appropriate
Jožef Stefan Institute
Jamova cesta 39, Ljubljana, Slovenia tool for the safety studies related to the issues of fuel-sodium interaction. The applicability of the fuel-coolant interaction codes to cover
mitja.ursic@ijs.si,
the fuel-sodium interaction are currently under examination. One of
matjaz.leskovar@ijs.si
the goals of the examination is to highlight the needs for experimental, analytical and numerical research to improve future analytical capabilities for the study of energetic
fuel-sodium interaction.
The purpose of the paper is to perform a numerical study on the lateral premixture distribution during
the fuel-sodium interaction. The objective is to gain insights into the initial conditions for the energetic
fuel-sodium interaction. The simulations will be performed using the MC3D code (IRSN, France). MC3D
is a multi-dimensional Eulerian code devoted to study multi-phase and multi-constituent flows in the
field of nuclear safety. The MC3D code was already used for simulation of some past integral fuel-sodium
interaction experiments. However, those experiments are hard to be used for studying the premixing
formation due to the limited amount of experimental data. Therefore, the simulation will be performed
using the configuration of the recent KROTOS-SERENA experiments with water. Those experiments,
where the X-ray radioscopy system provided important insight into the complex premixing formation,
were performed in the frame of the OECD SERENA (Steam Explosion REsolution for Nuclear Application) phase 2 program. The KROTOS-SERENA configuration is chosen because (1) our study will be performed in comparison with the fuel-water interaction, (2) the already performed comprehensive studies
of the experiments with MC3D reduces uncertainties on the fuel-water interaction simulation results and
(3) similar geometry might be interesting for the future fuel-sodium interaction experiments in PLINIUS2 (Platform for Improvements in Nuclear Industry and Utility Safety) platform.
Keywords: severe accidents, fuel sodium interaction, premixture formation
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The Goal of the New Approach to Reactor Safety
Improvements Project
Luka Štrubelj

The partners from EU: Slovenia (GEN, JSI), Croatia
(APOSS), Italy (ENEA, UNIPI), France (CEA, BRGM,
IRSN, EDF, Framatome – ex Areva NP), Austria (NUCCON), Poland (NCBJ, WUT), Germany (KIT, Framatome
– ex. Areva), Finland (VTT), The Netherlands (TU Delft,
Evelyne Foerster,
NRG), United Kingdom (EDF Energy) formed a consorGiuseppe Rastiello
tium and applied to Euratom call. The main ambitions of
Commissariat A L Energie Atomique et Aux
the consortium are to fill some gaps identified in existing
Energies Alternatives
external events probabilistic safety analyses (PSA) and to
Centre of Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
improve parts of the existing methodologies by 3 points: (1)
Evelyne.FOERSTER@cea.fr,
to adapt most up to date frameworks and methodologies
Giuseppe.RASTIELLO@cea.fr
already existing or under development outside of nuclear
James Daniell
community; (2) to use knowledge and experience on recent
national and international projects; (3) to develop demonKarlsruher Institut fuer Technologie
stration case on large real NPP scale. There are interactions
Kaiserstrasse 12, karlsruhe 76131, Germany
envisaged with on-going international initiatives and with
james.daniell@kit.edu
International Advisory Board, which will follow and discuss
Behrooz Bazargan-sabet,
the project results with aim to propose recommendations
Pierre Gehl
for future regulations. The main expected results are develBureau de recherches geologiques et minieres
opment of integrated risk framework for safety analyses and
3 Av Claude Guillemin, Orleans 45060, France development of decision-making tool for demonstration of
b.bazargan-sabet@brgm.fr,
nuclear facility management. The integrated risk frameP.Gehl@brgm.fr
work consists of:
Philip J. Vardon,
• Scenarios with single or multiple external hazards.
Varenya Kumar Duvvuru Mohan
The hazards can be combined or cascade and include
earthquake, flooding, extreme weather and others,
Technische Universiteit Delft
Stevinweg 1, Delft 2628 CN, Netherlands
• The physical and functional fragilities and interdeP.J.Vardon@tudelft.nl,
pendencies is taken into account,
V.K.DuvvuruMohan@tudelft.nl
• Human factors is taken into account and may play
important role during severe accidents.
A support decision-making tool will be developed to demonstrate management of nuclear facility management during severe accidents due to external natural events.
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The project is divided into seven work packages (WP):
• WP1: External hazards characterization,
• WP2: Fragility assessment of main NPPs critical elements,
• WP3: Integration and safety analysis,
• WP4: Applying & comparing various safety assessment approaches on a virtual reactor,
• WP5: Supporting tool for severe accident management,
• WP6: Dissemination, recommendation, and training,
• WP7: Project management and coordination.
The project started in autumn 2017, with the duration of 4 years.
Keywords: Nuclear Reactor, Nuclear Safety, Computer Simulation, Severe Accident, Operator Decision
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Calculation of Radioactive Inventory for Severe Accident and
Consequence Codes
Davor Grgić,
Štefica Vlahović,
Radomir Ječmenica

University of Zagreb, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
stefica.vlahovic@fer.hr,
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
radomir.jecmenica@fer.hr

Ivica Bašić

APoSS d.o.o
Repovec 23b, 49210 Zabok, Croatia
basic.ivica@kr.t-com.hr

The paper presents procedure for automatic preparation of radioactive inventory data (mass, activity) for severe accident (MAAP,
MELCOR) or consequence calculation codes (RADTRAD) based
on ORIGEN depletion calculation. The depletion is performed on
assembly-by-assembly basis using power/burnup 3D data calculated by PARCS code and prescribed time vector for radioactive decay calculation. The source term data can be prepared for reactor
core or for whole or part of SFP inventory. In SFP case information
obtained from SFPFA spent fuel assembly management system is
used. The calculations are performed for NPP Krsko core cycle 29
and current inventory of NPP Krsko SFP.
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Influence of Detailed PCFV Model on Containment
Behaviour During SBO
Siniša Šadek,
Davor Grgić,
Vesna Benčik,
Kristina Mileta

An explicit model of the passive containment filtered venting system
(PCFVS) using the MELCOR code will be developed and connected to
an existing model of the NPP Krško. The background for this activity
is to enable tracking the radioactive releases, as well as composition of
non-condensable gases, through the PCFV piping, aerosol and iodine
University of Zagreb, Faculty
filters, as well as radionuclide deposition on these structures. The new
of Electrical Engineering and
model will also be used to check the results of the design transient conComputing
tainment calculation. That calculation was performed with the PCFV
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
system modelled as a simple opening with additional valves simulating
sinisa.sadek@fer.hr,
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
pressure cycling as prescribed by the system design performance.
vesna.bencik@fer.hr
The focus in the paper will be on the thermal hydraulic containment and
PCFVS calculation during a severe accident following a station blackSrđan Špalj
out event. The results will be compared with the calculation carried out
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
with a simple PCFV model and the effect of that model improvement on
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
parameters such as number of pressure cycles and cycle lengths will be
srdjan.spalj@nek.si
discussed. Another important issue, distribution of combustible gases,
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, throughout the PFVS, and potential for their ignition will also be covered. Prior to transient calculation, the steady state run will be performed to satisfy design conditions
regarding the velocities, mass flows, temperatures and pressure drops in piping, aerosol and iodine filters.
Keywords: PCFV, containment, MELCOR, severe accident
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Dose Calculation for Emergency Control Room
HVAC Filter
Davor Grgić,
Štefica Vlahović,
Mario Matijević,
Paulina Dučkić

University of Zagreb, Faculty
of Electrical Engineering and
Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
stefica.vlahovic@fer.hr,
mario.matijevic@fer.hr,
paulina.duckic@fer.hr

Srđan Špalj

Nuclear Power Plant Krško
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
srdjan.spalj@nek.si

NPP Krsko is introducing Emergency Control Room (ECR) as part of
safety upgrades. According to 10CFR50 Appendix A, GDC 19, both
main control room and emergency control room should have adequate
radiation protection to permit operators to shutdown the plant and keep
it in safe shutdown conditions without receiving more than 50 mSv effective whole body dose, within 30 days from accident initiation. One of
the important prerequisites to achieve that is proper operation of control room HVAC. In this work we are focused to calculation of gamma
doses from radioactive materials accumulated in HEPA and charcoal
filters during 30 days of HVAC operation. The dose at selected points
around the filter was calculated using Microshield 10.0 point kernel
code. The radioactive gamma source is calculated using RADTRAD 3.03
for plant’s severe accident SGTR sequence calculated with MAAP 4.0.7
code. Calculated dose rates at peak filter activity are compared against
results obtained with SCALE 6.2 MAVRIC shielding sequence (Monaco
Monte Carlo functional module and CADIS methodology). The reasonable agreement between point kernel and hybrid Monte Carlo results
was obtained.
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S7-175

Effectiveness of SFP Spray Cooling during
Loss of Coolant Accidents
Štefica Vlahović,
Davor Grgić,
Josip Đaković,
Siniša Šadek

University of Zagreb, Faculty
of Electrical Engineering and
Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
davor.grgic@fer.hr,
josip.djakovic@fer.hr,
sinisa.sadek@fer.hr,
stefica.vlahovic@fer.hr

Ivica Bašić

APoSS d.o.o
Repovec 23b, 49210 Zabok, Croatia
basic.ivica@kr.t-com.hr
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For a large Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) loss of coolant accidents, properly
sized SFP spray can slowdown or possibly preclude fast heat-up of
spent fuel. The MELCOR 2.1 model of NPP Krsko pool was developed and tested for cases of loss of cooling accidents. The simple
spray system with spray nozzles distributed at specified location at
the top of the pool was added to the model. Different loss of coolant rates where studied for different fuel heat loadings, and different
openings and flow rates of the spray nozzles. Traditionally, spray nozzles able to produce larger diameter droplets are used close to the fuel
locations with higher heat loadings. According to preliminary results,
spray nozzles that will be installed are able to limit or delay long-term
heat-up of the spent fuel, but in the case of late actuation it is possible
to have temporary high oxidation rates and corresponding production of hydrogen.
Keywords: SFP, large loss of coolant, MELCOR, spray nozzles
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S7-176

Potential Impact of Reactor Core Damage on Severe Accident
Management Actions in Vicinity of Spent Fuel Pool
Ivica Bašić,
Ivan Vrbanić

Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident showed that plant technical support
center (TSC) in an extreme and rare external event (design extended
condition (DEC)) can have a problem in the case of coincident loss
APoSS d.o.o
Repovec 23b, 49210 Zabok, Croatia of decay heat removal from the core (possibly resulting in significant
core damage) and loss of decay heat removal from spent fuel pool.
basic.ivica@kr.t-com.hr,
ivan.vrbanic@zg.t-com.hr
From the point of view of prioritizing severe accident management
strategies it looks like the priority mitigation action should be to reesDavor Grgić
tablish the emergency core cooling in the reactor pressure vessel. The
University of Zagreb, Faculty
reason is the longer time window available before the water inventory
of Electrical Engineering and
in the spent fuel pool would be evaporated and spent fuel exposed
Computing
to overheating. However, if such actions would not be successful and
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
reactor core would, consequently, be damaged, potential design basis
davor.grgic@fer.hr
leakage (or even greater leakage) from the containment to the fuel
Mario Mihalina
handling building (FHB) can affect already established TSC measures
or operator accessibility to FHB, or it can jeopardize functioning of
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
the systems, structures and components due to radioactive releases
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
mario.mihalina@nek.si
and presence of hydrogen (independently of the fact that containment atmosphere can be inerted by steam or that containment may
be equipped with passive autolytic recombiners (PARs)). Paper describes an engineering evaluation of
possible hydrogen presence in the containment annulus, its flammability and leakages through the penetrations toward FHB in the case of long term station blackout (SBO) without successful restoration of the
core cooling in the reactor pressure vessel. SBO accident sequence progression and amount of produced
hydrogen is evaluated by MAAP/MELCOR.
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Basic Relation between RAW and RRW and Some
of Its Implications on Risk Reduction Strategies
Ivan Vrbanić,
Ivica Bašić

In using risk-informed approaches for ensuring safety of operating
nuclear power plants (NPPs), risk importance measures obtained
from probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) of the plants are integral
APoSS d.o.o
Repovec 23b, 49210 Zabok, Croatia elements of consideration in many cases. In PSA models and applications associated with NPPs the risk importance of particular feature
ivan.vrbanic@zg.t-com.hr,
basic.ivica@kr.t-com.hr
(e.g. function, system, component, failure mode or operator action)
can be, most generally, divided in two categories: importance with rePranab K. Samanta
spect to risk increase potential and importance with respect to risk
Brookhaven National Laboratory,
decrease potential. The representative of the first category which is
Nuclear Science and Technology
very much used for practical purposes is Risk Achievement Worth
Department
(RAW). Representative of the second category which is usually menUpton, NY 11973-5000, USA
tioned in consideration of risk importance is Risk Reduction Worth
samanta@bnl.gov
(RRW). It can be shown that the two risk importance measures, RAW
and RRW, are dependent on each other. The only parameter in this mutual dependency is probability of
failure of considered feature. The paper discusses the relation between RAW and RRW and some of its
implications, including those on the general strategies for the reduction of risk imposed by the operation
of considered facility. Two general risk reduction strategies which are considered in the discussion are:
a) risk reduction by decreasing the failure probability of considered feature; and b) risk reduction with
keeping the failure probability of considered feature at the same level. Simple examples are provided to
illustrate the differences between two strategies and point to main issues and conclusions.
Keywords: PSA, risk importance measures, risk achievement, risk reduction
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S7-180

New Lessons of the Fukushima Accident for Severe Accident Management
Guidance – Some Important Short Term and Long Term Aspects
Robert J. Lutz

The accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power plants (NPPs) has been
studied extensively for lessons to be learned for severe accident management
guidance (SAMG). As a consequence, as has been reported in various publications, revisions have been made to a number of PWR and BWR SAMG programmes. They include such effects as deviating instrumentation behaviour
under severe accident conditions, leaking hydrogen from the containment to
George L. Vayssier
adjacent compartments, role of turbine driven systems, spent fuel pool aspects.
Nuclear Safety Consultancy
Forensics of the damaged reactors at Fukushima has also provided other
Netherlands (NSC
important insights that warrant specific attention in accident management
Netherlands)
programs. They are both relevant for the short term as well as the long term
Hansweert, The Netherlands
– where there is no evidence that this latter part has received appropriate atgeorge.vayssier@nsc-nl.com
tention in most SAMG approaches, as they focus on achieving a stable safe
condition on the shorter term. Many aspects, however, warrant longer term
attention, which may also already influence the short term measures.
Injection onto a degraded core can have substantial negative effects: it can repressurise the Reactor Pressure Vessel and thereby interrupt the injection by low pressure (e.g. portable) pumps, which in turn can
even promote core melting by the heat produced by the Zr-water reaction; the hydrogen generated this
way can be a direct threat for the containment integrity that relies on hydrogen control measures. Prime
objective must be to avoid any interruption of the injection flow. This matter is the subject of another
paper by the authors at this conference.
Primary Containment Penetration Failures – Severe accident guidance should stress the importance of
assuring that reactor vessel pressure is low whenever reactor vessel lower head fail-ure is imminent and
that any ex-vessel core debris is quickly covered with water to prevent exces-sive heating and consequential failure of containment penetrations.
Long Term Core Cooling (beyond SAMG) for a Severe Accident – Guidance is needed for preparation for maintaining adequate long-term core cooling when severe accident guidance is exited. For example, high rates of water
injection after core cooling is recovered are counter-productive and cannot be continued in the long term.
Long term water management to collect and process water that escapes from leakages from the various
components containing radioactive material or from spraying fission product release points.
Integration of SAMG with procedures for Site Disruptive Accidents (SDA) – to re-store/maintain command
and control after an SDA – and integration with procedures for the use of portable equipment to meet Station Black-Out (SBO) or Extended Loss of AC Power (ELAP); po-tential adaptation to meet SAMG needs.
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The Risks of Late Portable Injection
during a Severe Accident
George L. Vayssier

During a severe accident, it is vital to either timely restore water injection into the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) or hook on portable pumps
to replace lost plant injection capability. Core damage can be delayed
or even prevented if available passive heat removal systems are capable
to maintain core cooling during the initial phases of an accident. This
function is carried out by the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling system
Robert J. Lutz
(RCIC) or Isolation Condenser (IC) at a BWR and the Auxiliary FeedLutz Nuclear Consultancy
water System (AFW) for a PWR. At the Fukushima-Daiichi Unit 2 (1F2),
Hendersonville, North Carolina,
the RCIC functioned a prolonged time, even without its DC control, so
USA
there was sufficient time to bring about a portable pump and inject into
boblutz1630@gmail.com
the RPV, although such action was delayed by the explosions at the other
Yasunori Yamanaka
units.
CRIEPI
Recent forensics of the 1F2 accident have suggested that the use of low
Tokyo, Japan
pressure injection to the RPV from the fire trucks may have resulted in
yasunori@criepi.denken.or.jp
a more rapid core degradation and excessive hydrogen generation compared to no injection – although with no injection core degradation is
inevitable. Immediately following the initiation of water injection from the fire truck, there was a sharp
RPV repressurisation that interrupted the injection flow already after some minutes, even though a number of Safety Relief Valves (SRV) were open. Because the fire truck provided a low pressure injection
pathway, injection was stopped until the RPV pressure subsided. It is now thought that the sharp spike
was due to a combination of rapid steam generation and rapid hydrogen generation. Instead of cooling
the core debris, the brief period of water injection only served to accelerate the core degradation and core
melt process by providing a new source of steam for zirc-water reactions without actually quenching the
already overheating core, which as we now know subsequently resulted in reactor vessel failure.
The observed pressure history was recently reproduced with a proper severe accident code, for which it
was necessary to tune the input data to match the measurements. The RCS pressure rose to some 3 MPa,
which was far beyond the shut-off head of the fire truck pump.
The lesson must be that, if water is injected from a low pressure source onto a degraded core, the injection
can be interrupted due to a pressure spike in the reactor vessel. As a consequence, the core degradation
can accelerate due to zirc-water reactions and result in much larger hydrogen generation than anticipated. The updated SAMG for many plants include the possibility of using portable pumps for injection
of water to the reactor vessel. In many cases, portable pumps which have been acquired for accident manNuclear Safety Consultancy
Netherlands (NSC Netherlands)
Hansweert, The Netherlands
george.vayssier@nsc-nl.com
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agement are of low-pressure type. This is true for many pumps in the US FLEX program. The supporting
documentation, NEI 12-06, describes the FLEX equipment as designed for the preventive (i.e., no core
damage) domain, but the equipment may also be used for the mitigative domain, it is said (i.e., after core
damage), without reference to the severe complications that have been observed in Fukushima-Daiichi.
It appears that more attention is needed for the interface of installed passive cooling systems (RCIC,
IC, AFW) and portable (FLEX, other) equipment. The accident chronology at 1F2 has direct relevance
to all BWRs, PWRs, VVERs and PHWRs. In particular, the large hydrogen generation may easily overload plants with a relatively low containment design pressure, such as the BWR Mark III, older VVERs
and a number of PHWRs. It can also cause unanticipated issues with passive hydrogen control systems.
Finally, it could lead to unnecessary venting of the primary containment based on hydrogen explosion
concerns, which could lead to hydrogen explosions in buildings or lines adjacent to the containment.
In other words, late coolant injection with low pressure pumps may lead to early containment failure or
containment venting and, consequently, a large release – the opposite of what is intended.
In the following, the quantitative data are presented as well as the consequences for severe accident management and the related research programs.
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Validating the PWROG International Plant SAMG
using the Krško Full Scope Simulator
Robert Prior,
Arunas Bieliauskas
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In a previous paper, PWROG work to develop a generic SAMG package for International Plants was described [1]. An important aspect
of SAMG development involves validating the new guidelines using
a series of exercises to test their usability. In March 2018, the new
International SAMG were successfully validated using NEK’s Severe
Accident capable full scope simulator. This paper describes the validation process and results.
The International plant SAMG are designed for use by PWR plants
which typically have installed systems (such as passive Severe Accident hydrogen control and filtered containment venting) not currently installed in US plants. In addition, they provide features such
as guidance for complete loss of d.c. power and extended treatment
of severe accidents occurring from shutdown initial conditions.
The Krško full scope simulator provides a highly effective platform
for the testing of these guidelines, since it seamlessly transitions to
Severe Accident conditions, and includes modelling of phenomena
(core melt progression, hydrogen, vessel failure and containment
challenges) which are often not modeled in simulators.
Since the International plant SAMG have components in common with both the original WOG SAMG, and the recently updated
PWROG consolidated SAMG (both of which have already undergone generic validation), the main aim of the validation was to test
the new and unique features of the package. While challenging, this
was successfully performed and yielded numerous insights and potential improvements, which will be addressed under the generic
PWROG SAMG maintenance program.
[1] Prior, R., “Enhancements to PWR SAMG since Fukushima”, Proceedings of the 10th International Conference of the Croatian Nuclear Society, Zadar, Croatia, 5-8 June 2016, Paper No. 36.
Keywords: SAMG, validation, PWROG
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Dose assessment for decommissioning plan of some
core components of Tehran Research Reactor
Elham Bavarnegin,
Zohreh Gholamzadeh,
Atiyeh Jozvaziri,
Yaser Kasesaz

Decommissioning of a nuclear facility is an important process. The main
goal for the decommissioning activities is to place the facility in a condition that eliminates any risk for health and safety of the public and
the environment. An important key to a successful decommissioning
project is pre-planning which this normally starts some years before the
Reactor Research School,
scheduled closure. In this work, the grid plate and reflectors of Tehran
Nuclear Science and Technology
research reactor (TRR) have been simulated with MCNPX2.6 Monte
Research Institute
Carlo Code. The gamma dose rate of grid plate, graphite, BeO and Be
Tehran, Iran
reflectors have been estimated after 50 years of reactor operation time.
ebavarnegin@gmail.com,
cadmium_109@yahoo.com,
The dose rates have also been estimated for different cooling times. The
avaziri@aeoi.org.ir,
results show that gamma dose rate of grid plate after 60 days of End of Irykasesaz@aeoi.org.ir
radiation (EOI) reduces about 99.99% and after that, the dose reduction
is smooth. In order to protection from radiation, a biological shield is
necessary for the grid plate. In the case of graphite, Be and BeO reflectors, the gamma dose rates decrease
in a short time.
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Issues in Croatian Plans for Radioactive
Waste Management
Alemka Knapp,
Recent developments in radioactive waste management (RWM)
planning in Croatia appear to be both conceptually wrong and too
Ivica Levanat,
Diana Šaponja-Milutinović slow to meet the deadlines for successful implementation.

The Strategy adopted in 2014 states that Croatia will establish a
RWM Center for storage and disposal of the Croatian share of the
NPP Krško waste and of the Croatian institutional RW.
Proposal of the national RWM Program published at the beginning of 2016 aims to establish separate storage facilities for the NPP
waste and for the Croatian RW, both at the location Čerkezovac.
The repository location would be determined later, somewhere on Trgovska gora in the same Dvor municipality. However, two years later
• the Program is still not approved by the Government (although public debates ended in the first
half of 2016), and
• the local community is strongly opposed to RW.
In the four years after the strategic decision that Croatia itself will manage its share of the NPP waste,
no tangible progress towards establishment of RWM Center has been made. Now there remain only five
years in which the Center should be established and licensed, so that it can start accepting RW from the
NPP at the beginning of 2023, as required by the Slovenian-Croatian agreement on the NPP Krško.
Can this be accomplished?
That seems very unlikely, after the slow RWM planning process so far, but also due to the inappropriate
RWM conceptual approach.
What Croatia really needs at this time is only a single long-term RW storage facility to be used for a number of decades, possibly for more than a century, for the Croatian institutional waste and for the NPP RW.
• This storage should be newly built for that specific purpose. No adaptation of half a century old
objects at Čerkezovac can meet the above requirement.
• It should be located as close to the city of Zagreb and the NPP Krško as possible, and close to appropriate transport routes.
• The consenting local community should be sought through a public invitation procedure, facilitated by the contract that the RW and the storage facility will eventually be removed, and motivated
by reasonable financial compensation for the period of temporary RW acceptance.
University of Applied Sciences
Vrbik 8, Zagreb, Croatia
alemka.knapp@tvz.hr,
ivica.levanat@tvz.hr,
diana.saponja-milutinovic@tvz.hr
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Only after conducting a fair search for consenting communities, and if it fails, the Government would
have the right to unilaterally determine an appropriate location for the RW storage facility.
Keywords: radioactive waste, long term storage
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Upgrading of National Capabilities in the field
of Radioactive Waste Management in Serbia
Dalibor Arbutina,
Milutin Jevremović,
Jadranka Djuričić,
Nataša Lazarević,
Ivan Knežević

Public Company Nuclear Facilities of Serbia (PC NFS) was established in 2009 by the Law on ionising radiation protection and
on nuclear safety, to manage all nuclear facilities and assets in
Serbia, including two research reactors (RA under decommissioning, and RB as a teaching tool), radioactive waste storage facilities (old H1and H2, liquid waste storage tanks VR1-VR4, and
Public Company Nuclear Facilities
new H3), Waste Processing Facility (WPF) under construction,
of Serbia
all previously managed by Vinča Institute, and closed uranium
12-14 Mike Petrovića Alasa,
mine, managed by Institute for technology of nuclear and other
Vinča-Belgrade, Serbia
mineral raw materials.
dalibor.arbutina@nuklearniobjekti.rs,
milutin.jevremovic@nuklearniobjekti.rs, Law has foreseen development of radioactive waste Programme
jadranka.djuricic@nuklearniobjekti.rs,
as a strategic document, and decision on radioactive waste disnatasa.lazarevic@nuklearniobjekti.rs,
posal. Neither of them have been adopted by the Government.
ivan.knezevic@nuklearniobjekti.rs
Legacy radioactive waste in Serbia covers non-treated solid waste
in old storage facilities H1 and H2, and liquid waste stored in 4 tanks VR1-VR4. This waste originates
from former Yugoslavian nuclear programme, and since Vinča was the only rad-waste management site
the amount of waste is significant. It also covers decommissioning waste the will arise from RA reactor.
Lack of developed waste processing facility that will be able to manage all on-site stored waste and DSRS
is curtail reason that waste is still not treated.
Development of disposal concept and waste acceptance criteria for disposal is of an utmost importance,
and Serbian regulatory agency (SRPNA) is working on it.
As a first stage in solving the issues of legacy rad-waste in Serbia decommissioning of old hangars H1 and
H2 is underway, via the TC IAEA project management, Tecnubel realization, and financial aid of the EU
and USA. Next stage will cover liquid waste stored in 4 tanks VR1-VR4, and RA reactor decommissioning.
Financing of legacy rad-waste issues solving is still not resolved, but it is state obligation. It is also Serbian
obligation in the process of accession to EU.
Solving the nuclear legacy issues in Serbia has the bright future. New generation of young enthusiastic
engineers has pushed the works forward, and WPF in PC NFS will hopefully be licensed in 2018, decommissioning of H1 and H2 will gain the momentum, SRPNA will hopefully promote national strategy of
rad-waste disposal, and the Government will assist in finding funding.
Keywords: legacy rad-waste, rad-waste management, decommissioning rad-waste, rad-waste processing,
DSRS processing
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Radwaste Management at Krško NPP –
While Waiting for Repository
Vladislav Krošelj,
Jože Kerin,
Peter Požun

Responsibilities regarding radioactive waste during the life cycle of the
NPP are shared between NPP as a producer and the owners – states of
Slovenia as a domicile country and Croatia as a 50 % owner. As per bilateral treaty from 2003, owners are obliged to take over the waste in two
Nuclear Power Plant Krško
years after the end of the projected lifetime of the plant.
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško,
Slovenia
In the meantime, Krško NPP struggles with a lack of storage space. Both,
vladislav.kroselj@nek.si,
LILW and spent fuel.
joze.kerin@nek.si,
The plant started operation in 1981 with an onsite storage for LILW, depeter.pozun@nek.si
signed as a 5-year interim storage.
In order to facilitate steam generator replacement in 2001, dedicated building was constructed for storage
of replaced big components.
In accordance with existing NPP spatial planning decree from 1987, amended in 1997, construction of a
new Waste Manipulation Building (WMB) was commenced and is completed in early 2018. The WMB is
a robust seismically qualified construction and has a potential to facilitate treatment and conditioning of
LILW and also laboratory for radiological protection and workshops for maintenance activities. However
spatial planning decree strictly limits the storage of LILW packages to original radwaste storage building
only.
WMB will serve as a dedicated place for collection, segregation, treatment and conditioning of LILW according to higher working standards and lower doses to personnel. Beside these, some equipment from
radwaste storage building will be allocated to WMB to release an additional space in radwaste storage,
which practically has no free storage capacity left.
Operation with practically no free storage capacity in LILW is bottom line non conservative. There is a
very limited capability for managing waste from mitigation of unplanned events and dose to operating
staff is higher.
Operation of WMB will definitely improve radwaste management practises, however does not replace
the need for final solution for LILW in very near future.
Both owning states of the NPP have shared responsibilities, however at the moment they have no agreement and put insufficient efforts to achieve effective common solution for managing the LILW after an
operational phase. Separate scenarios of managing LILW beyond the take over from the NPP are fuzzy
on both sides. Slovenia has approved location for LILW repository, awaiting a construction permit to be
issued very soon. On the other hand, Croatia claims to have a potential location for prolonged storage in
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existing ex-military site. Decision making on future phases of LILW management will obviously be influenced also by a time pressure, which might not lid one or both owners to reach an optimal technical and
financial solution.
Keywords: radioactive waste, storage, repository, LILW
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The Main Results of the Strategic Environmental Assessment of the National
Programme for Implementation of the Radioactive Waste Disposal Strategy in Croatia
Brigita Masnjak,
Vladimir Jelavić

A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) was prepared for the National Programme for Implementation of the Strategy for Radioactive
Waste, Spent Sources and Spent Nuclear Fuel Disposal, which includes
EKONERG Ltd Institute
the following documents (The National Programme is currently in the
Koranska 5, 10000 Zagreb,
Croatia
adoption process by the Government of Republic Croatia):
vladimir.jelavic@ekonerg.hr,
• Scoping of Strategic Impact Assessment Study,
brigita.masnjak@ekonerg.hr
• The Strategic Impact Assessment Study (EIAS),
• Stakeholder Engagement Plan,
• Report on the Stakeholder Engagement Plan during preparation of the Strategic Assessment,
• Report on the Communication Plan for realization of the Strategic Assessment,
• Answers to comments and opinions from public hearings.
The SEA complies with EU and national guidelines. The main purpose of the SEA is to assess possible
significant impact of radioactive waste management in Croatia and to recommend the needed measures,
in addition to those prescribed by regulations. Also, to serve as a platform for public and stakeholders
consultations and their involvement in the decision-making process.
The Center for Radioactive Waste Management is planned to be located in the Municipality of Dvor na
Uni in Croatia. The National Programme in the period until 2025 should achieve the following goals:
• Rehabilitation of sites with natural radioactivity,
• Establishment of low and intermediate institutional radioactive waste storage site,
• Establishment of a storage site for low and intermediate radioactive waste from Nuclear Power
Plant in Krško, Slovenia.
The measures were prescribed in the Study as the result of impact analysis and communication involvement. Environmental, safety and health aspects were discussed during public discussions according to the
Aarhus UNECE Convention on access to information, public participation in decision-making process
and the Kiev Protocol of convention on environmental impact assessment in a transboundary context.
The paper describes the main results of the impact assessment procedure and conducted activities.
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Experience from Decommissioning and Radioactive Waste
Management in the Slovak Republic
Ondrej Uhrik,
Peter Gerhart,
Tomas Hrncir

The focus of this paper is to display utilization of experience from the
role of JAVYS company, as the national decommissioning and radioactive
waste management entity. In its responsibilities are both decommissioning of the Nuclear Power Plant A1 (gas cooled, heavy water moderated
Jadrová a vyraďovacia
reactor), shut down after the series of accidents as well decommissioning
spoločnost a.s. (JAVYS)
of the Nuclear Power Plant V1 (pressurized water reactor), shut down afTomasikova 22, 82102
ter an standard operation. Moreover, in alignment with the National ProBratislava, Slovak Republic
gramme for Treatment of Spent Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive Waste in
uhrik.ondrej@javys.sk,
gerhart.peter@javys.sk,
the Slovak Republic JAVYS has responsibility for management of spent
hrncir.tomas@javys.sk
fuel, radioactive waste and institutional radioactive waste. National Radioactive Waste Repository, operated by JAVYS, located at Mochovce site
is a multi-barrier installation for final near-surface disposal, which purpose is the safe final disposal of
solid and solidified very low and low level radioactive waste originated from an operation and decommissioning of nuclear power plants or research entities throughout the Slovak Republic. Experience from all
aforementioned activities are used to help other countries to overcome difficulties in the various projects.
Keywords: decommissioning, radioactive waste management
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S8-169

Multinational Approaches to Spent Fuel and High Level Waste
Disposal – Overview of Recent Developments
Tomaž Žagar

Amounts of waste generated in one whole nuclear power generation lifecycle are small, compared to other power generation options and normalised to power produced. Because of the enormously higher energy
density in nuclear fuels, nuclear power plants produce much smaller
quantities of wastes than fossil plants do.
However high level radioactive waste (HLW) and spent fuel (SF) need technologically advanced treatment and management procedures from storage to final disposal. To prevent negative impacts on nature
and human health HLW and SF must be appropriately isolated. Deep geological repository (DGR) is
internationally recognised as technologically developed and safe repository solution providing appropriate protection and isolation of radioactive waste from environment and human. Development of DGR
involves high fixed costs so there is an associated economy of scale, i.e. the larger the capacity of a repository the lower the per metric ton disposal cost. Cooperation between smaller nuclear programs creating larger multinational repository would open a possibility for a number of countries operating small
nuclear fleets with small amounts of HLW and SF to benefit greatly from working together toward the
development of a multinational repository option.
Activities related to multinational repository options development have increased recently within international community. Different international organisations are approaching this issue from several and
diverse aspects. Recent development observed among different fora are presented in the paper. These
activities include actions of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA), World Nuclear Association (WNA), European Repository Development Organisation Working
Group (ERDO-WG) and the International Framework for Nuclear Energy Cooperation (IFNEC).
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GEN energija, d.o.o.
Vrbina 17, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
tomaz.zagar@gen-energija.si

Keywords: spent fuel, high level waste, deep geological repository, multinational repository, multinational
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S8-183

Environmental habit monitoring Program – EHMP; implementing
systematic research and monitoring of ionizing radiation in Sisak
Moslavacka municipality across the Dvor county – subject for discussion
The Institute for Medical Research and Occupational Health, Zagreb (IMROH) finished the basic Programme document dealing with the initial
Institute for Medical Research
radiological research monitoring program throughout the confined area
and Occupational Health
of Sisak – Moslavacka municipality, namely Dvor county.
Ksaverska cesta 2, 10000,
Zagreb, Croatia
Systematic research and monitoring of ionizing radiation in Republic of
iprlic@imi.hr
Croatia is permanently performed since 1959. The deliverables and reports
are stored at State Office for Radiological and Nuclear Safety (SORNS).
But, it must be stated that some areas of the country were never covered by systematic research over their
close territory in order to collect relevant initial radiological data describing the state of the environment
in certain county of interest other than for the sake of it´s habitants wellbeing.
During the past years the governmental initiative to prepare the country for constructing it´s own Centre
for Radioactive Waste “Interim” Storage raised a lot of professional effort to prepare all necessary documents based on the research across the county area of interest. “Former” military facility already existing
in Dvor county is one of locations suggested. That is why the radiological research programme ensuring unambiguously determination of the initial environmental and urban radiological status of the Dvor
county was worked out. This presentation ministers the need of broad discussion among the radiation
protection professionals of how to perform the radiological research obeying all regulatory requirements
but having in mind high scientific requirement on the program methodology having in mind high demands of social and ethical aspects which have to be performed by socail sciencies and humanities having in mind basic radiological postulates. The program basic postulates will be presented and opened for
discussion by it´s author.
[1] Program radiološkog monitoring šire lokacije oko postrojenja Centra za zbrinjavanje RAO u Republici
Hrvatskoj – rev.4.0; Izvadak nakon postupka recenzije:Program praćenja stanja okoliša – Program PSO,
tj. provedbe sustavnog ispitivanja i praćenja ionizirajućeg zračenja na području općine Dvor u Sisačko
moslavačkoj županiji IMI – Klasa: 07-75/16-00/5, Ur.br.:100-08/16-3.

Ivica Prlić

Keywords: RadWaste, monitoring
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A citizen monitoring network around future Croatian RadWaste
Centre – a pilot project proposal and subject for discussion
Ivica Prlić

Public interest in policy decisions of a complex, technical nature, in
particular in the field of technologies which use ionizing radiation, has
grown in recent years. Formal provisions for disseminating information
to the public about proposed policies regarding the use of radioactive
technologies are now common place.
In recommending and authorizing new public policies and plans for
implementing them, as there is/will be the case of Croatian RadWaste
Mladen Hajdinjak
Centre, officials of public regulatory and other responsible agencies are
Haj-kom d.o.o.
Pavlinski put 5N, 10000, Zagreb, purveyors of social change. Implementation of their proposals, however,
often depends and will certainly depend on the planners’ abilities to reCroatia
spond to public sentiment and to gain public acceptance.
hk@haj-kom.hr
In this special case the normal public information process till now did
not address the depth of public concern over the proposed purge and did not facilitate public understanding or acceptance of the proposed plans fully. Instead, the process was hampered by substantial public
resistance and therefore an addition effort using societal science and humanities is recommendable.
We are proposing to the authorities to sponsor a unique project to provide citizens with information
about radiation exposures and to rebuild public confidence in information supplied by government agencies. The Citizen Radiation Monitoring Program (CRMP) trained citizens to monitor, interpret to a certain extent, and publicize reviewed radiation levels in the community. This presentation will point to a
past experiences involving citizens in disseminating public information when it was necessary [1], points
the pilot project ideas and discuss its possible or desired outcomes. The discussion should reflect on
implications for disseminating public information on similar, complex social and technological issues in
other settings. Discussion should help to point out the number of factors that determine whether information exchange between policy makers and the public is effective or ineffective. In the action research
pilot project that is proposed, an attempt is made to improve a situation in which a serious deficiency in
the information exchange process had developed.
[1] Azby Brown et al. Safecast: successful citizen-science for radiation measurement and communication
after Fukushima, 2016 J. Radiol. Prot. 36 S82
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Institute for Medical Research
and Occupational Health
Ksaverska cesta 2, 10000,
Zagreb, Croatia
iprlic@imi.hr
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Interactive simulator of NPP Krško (NEK)
start-up sequence
Jure Jazbinšek

ZEL-EN, Razvojni center energetike
Vrbina 18, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
jure.jazbinsek@zel-en.si

Garsia Kosinac

GEN energija, d.o.o.
Vrbina 17, 8270 Krško, Slovenia
garsia.kosinac@gen-energija.si

Anže Molan

DOTLINE d.o.o
Cesta krških žrtev 30, 8270 Krško,
Slovenia
anze.molan@dotline.si

An interactive simulator of Nuclear Power Plant Krško (NEK) start-up
procedure was developed for advanced interactive multimedia center
World of Energy in Krško.
Basis and all stages for development of interactive simulator developed between companies GEN energija, ZEL-EN, DOTLINE will be
presented as well as live stage of demonstration during the conference
in Zadar.
Simulator presents procedure of NEK start-up sequence from cold
(after outage) state to full power, with all important manipulations of
various systems of power plant.
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S9-147

Student Polling on Nuclear Energy and
Radioactive Waste Management
Krešimir Trontl,
Dubravko Pevec,
Ana Holjak,
Mario Matijević,
Paulina Dučkić,
Radomir Ječmenica

University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
kresimir.trontl@fer.hr,
dubravko.pevec@fer.hr,
ana.holjak@fer.hr,
mario.matijevic@fer.hr,
paulina.duckic@fer.hr,
radomir.jecmenica@fer.hr

Andrea Rapić

Fund for financing the decommissioning
of the Krško Nuclear Power Plant and the
disposal of NEK radioactive waste and
spent nuclear fuel
Radnička cesta 47, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
andrea.rapic@fond-nek.hr
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During the academic year 2017/18 the Department of Applied
Physics of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing,
University of Zagreb conducted a student opinion survey entitled
“Nuclear Energy and Radioactive Waste” among student population of more than 950 individuals. The tested population consisted of the University of Zagreb ten faculties’ and one polytechnic school’s students: the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, the Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology,
the Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, the Faculty
of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering, the Faculty of
Science, the Faculty of Philosophy, the Faculty of Teacher Education, the School of Medicine, the School of Dental Medicine, the
Faculty of Pharmacy and Biochemistry, and the Polytechnic of
Zagreb. The survey consisted of 15 questions with a number of
them having multiple sub-questions. The basic results of the survey analysis, as well as the comparison of results of the current
survey with the results of the National survey conducted in the
year 2016, are reported in this paper. In addition, where available,
the results have been compared to two Eurobarometer surveys
on Nuclear Energy Safety and Radioactive Waste Management.
Keywords: student opinion survey, nuclear energy, radioactive
waste management
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S9-164

The Challenge for Small Countries to foster Nuclear Knowledge to
assure independent Nuclear Safety Assessments
Petros Papadopoulos,
Moritz Vischer

The safe operation of a nuclear power plant (NPP) has the highest priority
for every operator and regulator. The technical design of the nuclear reactor and a well-established safety culture at the plant are universally seen as
Swiss Nuclear Society
the corner stones of an effective nuclear safety strategy. Both aspects are
Frohburgstrasse 20, Olten,
best monitored by a regulating authority. The regulator must be an indeSwitzerland
pendent agency where nuclear experts are constantly supervising the daipetros.papadopoulos@sgkyg.
ch, mvischer@gmx.ch
ly operation and the implementation of safety regulations. Furthermore
the experts should constantly update and refine the safety regulations and
define best practices. The Fukushima incident highlighted the vital importance of an independent and
effective regulatory agency.
Manning such an agency with experts, often recruited out of the very industry that is being supervised,
whilst staying independent becomes an even more difficult task in small country. The possible pool of
experts is already small and often academia, once seen as the ideal unbiased recruiting ground, is more
and more encouraged to team up with industry to secure funding. This poses interesting and far reaching questions for all parties involved; academia, the industry and the regulatory authority. Especially in a
small country all stakeholders will often know each other personally and will have often worked together
in earlier constellations. Yet all parties must guard their independence and impartiality. Especially under
the scrutiny of a rightly ever watchful public and in view of an increased energy market deregulation with
the associated need that all stakeholders cut their costs. The aim of this work is to introduce simple strategies and best practices on how small-sized countries can deal with this dilemma.
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Analysis of public opinion survey “Nuclear energy –
the present and the future” (2000-2017)
Irena Jakić,

Hrvatska Elektroprivreda d.d.
Ulica Grada Vukovara 37, 10000
Zagreb, Croatia
irena.jakic@hep.hr

Renato Filipin

Technical Museum Zagreb
Savska cesta 18, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
renato.filipin@tehnicki-muzej.hr

Technical Museum Zagreb, in co-operation with Hrvatska elektroprivreda, has been organising high-school students’ visits to the
nuclear power plant Krško since 1989. From schools that have visited the nuclear power plant so far, Zagreb high schools and technical schools are the most represented ones. They filled in the copies
of questionnaire after they have been watching film about nuclear
energy and before visiting nuclear power plant Krško.
The copies of the public opinion survey (questionnaire) have been
filled since 2000 and results of analysis of data until 2017 are in this
paper. Questions were the same and that makes possible comparison of the results.

Keywords: nuclear power plant, radioactivity, disposal, survey, public acceptance
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3rd European Radiological Protection Research
Week (3rd ERPW2018) in Croatia
Ivica Prlić,
Marija Surić Mihić,
Luka Pavelić

The Institute for Medical Research and Occupational Health,
Zagreb (IMROH) will for the first time host and organise the
international multidisciplinary meeting that has for the past
ten years been held among the European research community
Institute for Medical Research and
with the aim of promoting research from the field of radiation
Occupational Health
Ksaverska cesta 2, 10000, Zagreb, Croatia protection; use of ionising radiation in medicine, industry, research and everyday life with particular focus on investigating
iprlic@imi.hr,
the impact of that radiation on the quality of life; and the educamsuric@imi.hr
tion of young researchers through promoting general awareness
Želimir Veinović,
regarding radiation protection (Radiation Protection Culture –
Ana Mostečak
ALARA). In its 1990 Recommendations,1 the ICRP introduced
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mining,
the current wording of the optimisation principle, known as the
Geology and Petroleum Engineering
“ALARA” principle – As Low as Reasonably Achievable. The
Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
acronym “ALARA” has been used for more than 20 years by razelimir.veinovic@rgn.hr,
diation protection professionals. It is considered that the two
ana.mostecak@gmail.com
expressions – optimisation of radiation protection and ALARA
– are synonymous and interchangeable.2
ALARA culture is at the heart of radiation protection culture and is based on the hypothesis of a linear
dose-effect relationship without a threshold for stochastic effects. It should result in attitudes and behaviours of individuals and organisations, which are always committed to searching for an acceptable level of
risk taking into account societal and economic factors.
The need to further develop and disseminate ALARA culture comes at a time when there is an increase
of the awareness of risk, a constant development of scientific knowledge about radiation health effects,3
the introduction of new exposure situations, and an increase in the number of applications of ionising
radiations.
This will be the tenth meeting to have in its foundation the ALARA principle as well as origin in the
MELODI European research platform (http://www.melodi-online.eu/index.html), of which IMROH is a
1
2
3
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ICRP, 1991. Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection. ICRP Publication 60, Ann.
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regular member and has a representative in the Governing Board. As the MELODI platform was joined
by four more research platforms – ALLIANCE (http://www.er-alliance.eu/), EURADOS (http://www.
eurados.org/); NERIS (http://www.eu-neris.net/) and EURAMED (http://www.eibir.org/scientific-activities/joint-initiatives/european-alliance-for-medical-radiation-protection-research-euramed/) – their
representatives decided to also combine the public presentation of research efforts within the European
research community, especially through Horizon 2020 project mechanisms like ongoing CONCERT joint
research project (http://www.concert-h2020.eu), which is why the first European Radiological Protection
Week was initiated in 2016 in Oxford (United Kingdom). The following Week was held in Paris in 2017
in cooperation with the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)(http://www.icrp.
org/). CONCERT – European Joint Programme for the Integration of Radiation Protection Research’
under Horizon 20204 is operating as an umbrella structure for the research initiatives jointly launched
by the radiation protection research platforms MELODI,5 ALLIANCE, NERIS and EURADOS. Based on
the platform SRAs and joint programming, CONCERT will develop research priorities, align them with
priorities from participating Member States and will seek further input from society and stakeholders.
It will reach out to engage the wider scientific community in its projects, aiming to answer the needs in
radiation protection for the public, occupationally exposed people, patients in medicine, and the environment. To reach its goals, CONCERT has seven Work Packages each of which will focus on each of the key
directions. The WP’s are already established. IMROH is a member of CONCERT consortium and has the
role of national PoM (Program Manager) for Radiation Protection research.
This year, IMROH has been given the honour of organising the Third European Radiological Protection
research Week from 1 to 5 October 2018 in Rovinj, Croatia.
We expect over 350 active participants from all over the EU, especially young people. We have also invited
a large number of relevant young scientists from other corners of the world.
The aforementioned meeting is currently being advertised and promoted at www.erpw2018.com.
Within the opening ceremony, we expect to receive support from all interested parties in the Republic of
Croatia that will stress the dedication of Croatia’s research capacities to the educational growth of young
researchers and professionals from all fields of science dealing in fission and fusion and especially fields
that focus on studying impact on living beings, evolutional models, and people’s social behaviour.
It is important to highlight that all projects from Horizon 2020 linked to EURATOM Horizon 2020 for
the period leading up to 2020 (and 2021-2025) take place within and in cooperation among EU research
institutions that make up the abovementioned platforms and for the EU research community. IMROH is
an active stakeholder in this community. The main conference plenary topics will be: Individual Radiosensitivity; Monitoring Strategies; Artificial Intelligence (covered by Socail Sciencies and Humanities);
New Operational Units in Radiation Protection (quantities and general legal aspects); Risk Assessment
and uncertainties (including Risk Perception and Communication); followed by relevant research topics evaluated by the platforms. Details will be published at web pages www.erpw2018.com of the Third
4
5
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ERPW which includes MELODI platform workshop and is supported by ALLIANCE; EURADOS; NERIS;
EURMED platforms and Horizon 2020 projects like CONCERT and other.
To further supplement the planned activities, we plan to hold a workshop/educational module in two
modes; one interactive exhibition module to indicate the necessity for a scientific approach to accidents
caused by radioactivity and possible contaminations (IMROH’s field vehicle containing the necessary
equipment and professionals will be at the location throughout the duration of the meeting); and another
about the knowledges vital to quickly and efficiently drafting risk assessments on unforeseen situations
or already existing exposure of people biota (environments) to ionising radiation from unnatural radionuclide concentrations in air, soil, and water.
The working titles of the workshops/modules are: ERICA assessment tool – an advanced risk analyses and
Accidental and emergency approach to radiological accidents.
Furthermore, we also plan to hold a workshop from the scientific field of social sciences (SSH – Social
Sciences and Humanities Ionizing Radiation Research) along with public perception through “Radiation
Protection Culture” (ALARA) within the European research initiative with the main research topics: a)
the understanding of ionizing radiation concepts, risks, and uncertainty by different stakeholders (e.g.
practitioners, patients, local population), in the context of medical exposures, industrial applications and
natural radiation. This includes amplifier effects of practitioner’s knowledge; b) the interplay of psychological aspects associated with radioactivity, social environment and radiation protection behaviours.
The SSH workshop will be held under the sponsorship of the project ENGAGE – ENhancinG stAkeholder participation in the GovernancE of radiological risks for improved radiation protection and informed decision-making; (http://www.engage-h2020.eu/en) and RICOMET – Social and ethical aspects
of decision-making in radiological risk situations (http://ricomet2017.sckcen.be/en) and some other.
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Organizational Culture Embedded in
Organizational Knowledge
Sanda Pleslić

Organizational knowledge is the sum of individual and collective knowledge, explicit and tacit knowledge, expertise, experience, skills and abilities within an organization that can be used to achieve better results,
to provide better services or to create another intangible asset for the
organization. Organization can gain competitive advantage in the market using organizational knowledge. Organizational knowledge is also
in organizational structure, routines and business processes as well as
in developed relationships. Culture is human behaviour we learned and usually we are sharing in some
environment. It is way of living and working. Culture contains ideals, values and rules connected with individual and group behaving. Same approach is for organizational culture but organization assures space
and time for culture development according to own needs. Organizational culture with its core values is
an important factor in the creation and sharing of organizational knowledge as main activities in organizational knowledge management. As such organizational culture should be developed and incorporated
into organizational knowledge.
University of Zagreb, Faculty
of Electrical Engineering and
Computing
Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
sanda.pleslic@fer.hr

Keywords: organizational knowledge, organizational culture, knowledge management
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